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Tfceie two University students 
lock advantage of yesterday'i 
above-lr-ezing temperatnrei to loD 
In the lush green gran near 
Krebtcher Quadrangle and soak up 
some inn. The pair shed the 
heavy winter garb neceiiary In 
recent weeks and donned toga 
appropriate for the lusty day. 
And if yon believe this ratline, the 
weather Is really getting to you. 
N«wv*oK>   b»   «•>*   MJ1i»an 
The G Slews 
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Ohio gets federal aid 
for cleaning off roads 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Assistance from 
the federal government will allow 
Ohio to clear its vital highways of ice 
and snow within two weeks-weather 
permitting, State Adj. Gen. James C. 
Clem said yesterday. 
He referred to the decision Wed- 
nesday by President Carter to 
declare an emergency in Ohio, 
qualifying it for federal help in 
digging out from blizzards and 
snowstorms which ravaged the 
Midwest during January. 
Dennis Kwiatkowski, a represen- 
tative of the Federal Disaster 
Assistance Agency, (FDAA) said the 
federal help is not limited in terms 
of dollars and will continue until the 
Job is done. 
CLEM SAID the transportation 
department would start to set 
priorities for the hardest hit counties, 
based on information they are 
receiving from county engineers. 
Transportation Director David Weir 
said the 88 counties would be 
"prioritizied,"    with    first    con- 
Weather 
Occasional snow likely todr.y, 
high around 25. Cloudy tonight 
and tomorrow with a chance of 
flurries. Colder with low tonight 
around II and high tomorrow 
around 20. Chances of snow CO 
per cent today and 30 per cent 
tonight. 
sidcration going to those which have 
vital supply routes blocked. 
He explained that under the FDAA 
program, private contractors and 
others with their own snow removal 
equipment will contract with the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers for 
designated projects. Anyone in- 
terested in joining the effort should 
get in touch with a county engineer, 
he said. 
PRESIDENT        CARTER.        in 
declaring an emergency in Ohio, 
stopped short of granting a request 
from Gov. Rhodes to designate the 
state a disaster area which would 
have qualified it for aid other than 
snow and ice removal. 
Rhodes cited mounting financial 
losses suffered by food and milk 
processors, among others, as 
evidence of a need for broader types 
of assistance. 
Kwiatkowski indicated the original 
request could be re-evaluated later 
after all types of damages have been 
fully assessed. 
Weir said he lacked information at 
this point to name areas of the state 
needing the most help in clearing 
highways, but that northwest Ohio 
and Fayette County are obvious 
areas based on news stories. 
He said federal help does not allow 
states, counties, and townships to 
relax their efforts to reopen high- 
ways, and that the President's 
decision was based on a belief that 
Ohio and its political subdivisions 
were doing all they could to alleviate 
the problem. 
N«w*p*»oio   by   Gf«g   Sm**tod 
Jimmy Heath performs daring a jazz workshop entitled "History of 
Jazz Styles" In the Recital Hall, College of Musical Arts. Heath, 
who has made more than SO records since 1952, also performs 
during the musical "Good Ship Credit," In the Main Auditorium, 
University Hall. 
Faculty quotas also a question 
Minority enrollment plan sought 
Editor's note: For the first time In 
the University's history, specific 
goals for Increasing minority 
enrollmenti and hiring minority 
faculty might be Included in the 
University policy statement now 
being drafted in Academic Council. 
This Is the first of a two-part series 
and will explain the enrollment goals 
for minority students. The second 
article will appear In Tuesday's 
News and will discuss the proposed 
employment of (0 minority faculty 
members and 150 minority staff 
members by 1982. 
By Cindy Leise 
Staff Reporter 
About 20 years ago minority 
students were a rarity at this and 
other universities around the country. 
Since that time loans and 
development plans have helped 
minority students enroll and stay in 
college. The University now has 
about 300 students enrolled in its 
Student Development Program, 
which counsels minorities on per- 
sonal, financial and academic con- 
cerns. 
Dr. Raymond A. Downs, director of 
the Student Development Program 
for   about   two   years,   said   the 
University has one of the largest and 
finest   programs   in   the   state. 
However he said it has far to go. 
"This (the proposed policy 
statement) is a step in the right 
direction," Downs said, adding that 
he agrees with the statement's goal 
for a multi-ethnic student-faculty 
climate. 
THE PROPOSED policy statement 
states one goal is "to increase the 
minority student population on 
campus by a program of active 
recruitment, academic counseling, 
tutoring and remedial instruction 
when appropriate, and financial 
grants and loans when necessary." 
Downs explained how the Student 
Development Program would pursue 
the goals. He said some of the goal 
areas might not allow immediate 
growth. 
One of these areas is funding. 
Downs said. He said state revenues 
are down because of the effect of the 
natural gas crisis on Ohio industry, 
so Ohio Instructional Grant money 
could be tight Student Development 
Program grants, which are funded 
from the University's general fund, 
are expected to remain about the 
same in the next year. Downs said. 
He said federal money, often in the 
form of the Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grant (BEOG), could 
become more accessible with the new 
Carter Administration. 
Downs said because the counseling, 
tutoring and remedial instruction 
services of the Student Development 
Program are strong, he plans no 
large-scale changes. 
HE SAID the counselors see 
students at least twice a quarter and 
concentrate on keeping the minority 
student in school. 
Downs said the attrition (drop-out) 
rate used to be the largest problem 
in the Student Development 
Program. In 1969, when the program 
was in its initial stages the attrition 
rate was about 60 per cent, he said. 
Now the rate is about 16 per cent. 
He said the counseling and the 
strength of the minority community 
keep many students in school. 
"We don't divorce the academic 
from the personal or the social," 
Down said. 
Downs said although some aspects 
of minority life on campus are 
assets, minorities still lack in some 
areas. 
HE SAID "a much subtler form of 
discrimination" exists. 
He said only a small proportion of 
faculty outside the ethnic studies 
department and the Student 
Development Program is minority. 
He said the proposed minority 
faculty quotas could clear up the 
problem. 
"I'm ambivalent on the subject," 
he said, "optimistic because the 
opportunity is there, but pessimistic 
because of the track record. You've 
got to see blacks out there with 
Ph.D.s." 
Downs said another form of 
discrimination that slows minority 
growth is the lack of communication. 
He said more minorities should be 
given a chance to work at The BG 
News. 
HE SAID minorities started the 
Obsidian to voice what couldn't be 
heard elsewhere. 
He said it is important to have 
minority solidarity like that behind 
Paul X Moody. 
"I don't see anything wrong with 
standing together," Downs said, 
adding that minorities could stand 
like "a union, formed against a 
common enemy, for a common 
cause." 
Gas, weather cripple 
aff-campus programs 
By Deb Gebolys 
Staff Reporter 
A special meeting of the College of 
Education faculty yesterday resulted 
in plans for recalling all students in 
Project MERGE and Method 
Experience Project (MEP) to 
campus beginning Monday. 
Student teachers, however, are to 
follow the schedules of their assigned 
schools, attending classes whether 
they arc to be held In split sessions, 
on weekends or in alternate facilities. 
Dr. David G. Elsass, education 
dean, said students will be contacted 
by their campus supervisors. MEP 
and MERGE students will be given 
instructions for on-campus 
educational alternatives to in-field 
teaching. 
Schools throughout the state have 
been closed intermittently because of 
the natural gas shortage and ex- 
cessive snow, crippling the Univer- 
sity student teaching and teaching 
experience programs. 
ELSASS SAID more than 700 
students are involved in these off- 
campus "teacher education" projects 
in more than 200 schools in northern 
Ohio, adding that making predictions 
about future school closings in almost 
impossible. 
In a memorandum to student 
teacher supervisors, Elsass said, 
"Student teachers will be allowed 
and encouraged to continue their 
student teaching experience during 
the week of March 21 if housing 
accommodations can be facilitated." 
Elsass said about half of the student 
teachers live in dormitories and 
cannot be required to work over the 
spring break. 
"We are encouraging it, but not 
mandating that they work during the 
break," he said. "It's for their own 
interests, and it allows me to tell the 
state (Department of Education) that 
we've done the best we could to 
make up for all the lost time because 
of the weather and gas problems." 
He said the problem is magnified 
because of the number of students 
who have opted to student teach 
during the winter, nearly twice as 
many as in fall and spring. 
"MOST KIDS want student 
teaching behind them by spring so 
they have that teaching experience 
when they go to look for jobs. But it 
really Isn't necessary anymore 
because teachers are quitting later, 
so schools are hiring later-like in 
June and July." 
Elsass said only 400 students will 
be permitted to student teach next 
winter and "we may explore not 
having student teachers at all for 
winter quarter, but that's only a 
possibility now." 
For the present, though, the 
College of Education is going to 
operate on a weekly basis, awaiting 
the decision of the school districts 
before announcing any other changes 
in plans. 
Next week, students in MERGE 
and MEP will be preparing lesson 
plans, attending seminars, tutoring 
and utilizing Univesity equipment to 
simulate a classroom setting for 
teaching experience. 
"Those students will operate on a 
day-to-day basis, doing some work on 
individual unit plans with their 
supervisors and planning options for 
the possibility that schools will stay 
closed for a longer period," Elsass 
said, and "by next Thursday things 
will be more optimistic-we'll know 
what schools will be open." 
Dr. William Harris, director of 
student teaching, said no one has 
asked to transfer schools yet, but 
requests will be denied unless the 
school the person attends will close 
for two weeks or more. 
"It is an expediency program," 
Elsass said, "and we're going to 
have to be creative to develop these 
plans...but It may not be all that bad. 
We may see some good come of it, 
some permanent change in the 
University." 
Harris says public rates 
Congress ethics as poor 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Pollster Louis Harris told Congress yesterday 
that the public rates congressional ethics poorly and wants fuller 
financial disclosure, limitations on moonlighting and restrictions on 
"slush funds." 
Harris summarized results of a new poll conducted for a House 
commission that is writing proposed new ethical standards. 
HE SAID MOST voting-age citizens hold congressmen to a higher 
moral standard than they do for other people. He also said they are 
unsure Congress actually will adopt tighter ethical rules. 
However, the panel released a separate poll of returning House 
members U at seems to indicate broad support within Congress for 
widened financial disclosures and tighter rules on outside income. 
"THE MOOD of this House has changed dramatically over the past 
few months," .aid Victor Fisher, the panel's survey director. "The 
members told us they w»re willing to take the lead on these issues." 
Results of the two polls were summarized in testimony before the 
House Commission on Administrative Review, which was set up in the 
wake of last year's congressional sex scandals. 
A COMMISSION task force Monday urged a set of tighter rules on 
disclosure and outside income, but proposed making them effective for 
the most part in the next Congress, which won't be seated for two 
years. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
starting again 
Here we go again. 
It's the lime of the year when making every penny count becomes 
one of the hottest subjects on campus as the Advisory Council on 
General Fee Allocations   ACGFA- begins its hearings. 
A record number of groups will request a slice of this year's 
general fee pie. worth more than $1.7 million. As usual, there 
won't be enough money to make everyone happy As usual, the 
competition for funds will be fierce And as usual, some groups will 
claim the system Is discriminatory and inefficient   • 
Nevertheless, it is this system which has offered students the 
most input into how their general fees are used Allocating the fees 
is a tedious and thankless job. 
Committee members must avoid petty bickering among them- 
selves and responsibly consider the budget requests submitted to 
them. This is their foremost duty. Petitioning groups must make 
intelligent, acccurate requests. 
And remember, the buck doesn't stop with ACGFA. Allocations 
suggested by the committee are still subject to revision by University 
Hollis A. Moore Jr. before approval by the Board of Trustees. 
The News urges the committee and all groups to keep these 
groundrules in mind.    On your mark: get set; go. 
keep schedule 
Primary and secondary school students throughout the state were 
able to sigh with relief Wednesday as the Ohio legislature approved 
a bill which subtracts $5 days from the mandatory number of 
school days because of bad weather and gas shortages. 
By taking the action, the legislature ensured that students would 
not have to miss spring break or a part of summer vacation to 
make up lost days, none of which were their fault. 
The legislature and the governor, who signed it into law 
yesterday, recognized the inevitability of canceling school because of 
the adverse conditions and took quick, decisive action to remedy the 
situation.    They are to be congratulated 
A similar program should be set up for the University. 
With school called off several times already this quarter and with 
a hint of more to come, the University should take any measure 
necessary to comply with the present academic calendar 
If it is necessary for the Board of Regents to suspend minimum 
day requirements, it stiould be done If it takes a gubernatorial 
order, that's what it needs. 
Too many students have substantive plans for spring break and 
summer    including jobs    for classes to be extended 
It is nobody's fault when weather makes class impossible, so 
nobody should have to suffer through an extended calendar. 
speaking out 
concert features crowd, abuse 
By Lee Landenberger 
and 
Mlndy MUligan 
For the most part, conditions at 
rock concerts could stand im- 
provement but are generally 
bearable. But the treatment the 
crowd received waiting to get into 
the Toledo Sports Arena last Sunday 
evening for the Queen concert was 
above and beyond the call of 
inhuspitalify and insensitivity. 
The doors to the Arena were 
scheduled to open at 6:30 to admit 
those who wanted to get good seats. 
When we arrived at 5:15, there were 
already many cars in the parking lot 
and a line was forming behind a 
single door at the rear of the arena. 
The word was out that no one would 
be admitted through the row of doors 
at the front of the building. 
THE LINE for the sold-out show 
kept growing larger by the minute 
and it soon became obvious that 
everyone would be forced to wait 
outside in the cold. The temperature 
was down to 4 degrees with a wind 
chill factor of -20 degrees, conditions 
no one was wild about waiting in 
anyway. 
By 6:00 there were a couple of 
thousand ticket holders huddled in 
the mass that had once been a line, 
stamping their numb feet, blowing 
their hands, clinging to their friends 
and dates-anything to stay warm. 
OBSCENITIES BEGAN flying at 
the police who were overseeing the 
crowd and at those who were pushing 
from behind. 
As the cold became more intense, 
tempers grew shorter and the crowd 
grew larger. Standing shoulder to 
shoulder, being pushed and shoved in 
the tightly packed crowd began to 
scare some. Many were panicking 
and pushed just to get some room to 
breathe. Those who did not have the 
strength resigned themselves to the 
fact that they were helpless to the 
physical will of the crowd. 
A high school girl standing near 
cried, "Why are they doing this'to 
us?" 
•poNT um — mm M \a rv&Ts ME row WONT^MEMBER A HMtf 
A GOOD QUESTION. Why were 
the doors at the front of the Arena 
not opened? Why were they not even 
used until close to 7:00 when the 
majority had been admitted in the 
back? But most important, why 
didn't the Arena staff open any doors 
early just to get everyone out of the 
freezing cold and alleviate the ten- 
sion in the crowd? 
The least the Arena management 
could have done was have ticket 
holders line up behind the front doors 
and eliminate the crowded conditions 
and     resulting     panic. The 
management seemed to have no idea 
of what was Happening the back. At 
least they made no effort to make 
the situation easier to handle. 
When we finally made it through 
the rear door I which did not open 
until 6:45, twenty minutes later than 
promised), an arena security guard 
was making his thoughts known 
about the crowd. "Yeah, the ones at 
the back were the ones pushing and 
causing trouble. You all act like 
animals, we're going to treat you like 
animals." 
Anyone who was forced to wait 
outside in those conditions will tell 
you that if the Sports Arena staff had 
any foresight or feeling for paying 
customers, no one would have gotten 
out of hand. The fault lays with 
those who consider paying guests 
"animals" and will treat them that 
way if they feel like it. 
correction 
In yesterday's editorial, the News 
inadvertently made references to the 
Carnation Room of the Union instead 
of the Cardinal Room, as was in- 
tended   We regret the error. 
'roots': the agonizing story behind the search for freedom 
By Christopher K. Held 
1515 E. Wooster 
Guest Columnist 
The mini series "Roots" telecast 
by ABC was one of the most moving 
stories ever told. Never before in 
the history of the visual media had 
the cultural heritage of blacks in 
America and their battle for freedom 
been so sensitively portrayed. And 
never before had whites been shown 
so clearly how their ancestors robbed 
blacks of that culture and later 
opposed their fight for freedom. 
This novel for television depicted 
painfully clear how blacks were 
ripped from the motherland and sold 
into slavery in this country. This 
true story by Alex Haley took 12 
years of research and more than a 
million miles of travel over three 
continents to narrate the historically 
documented origins of his own 
family. 
The story began by showing how 
peaceful African people were before 
the people of European ancestry 
came and destroyed the cultural, 
historical, and religious lives of 
millions of black people. Some 
Christian men from Annapolis, 
Maryland are hired to capture 140 
black men and women and bar- 
baric-ally prepare them for the 
inhumanities of slavery. 
WHILE THE captain of the ship 
i Ed Asner) numbed his Christian 
conscious with rum. his crew eagerly 
brutalized the men and at night they 
came down to the ship's lower deck 
to unshackle the women slaves so 
they could let out their sexual 
frustrations on these innocent and 
helpless women. The first segment 
of the eight day, twelve (12) hour 
serial ended with the very heartening 
scene with Kunta (Le var Burton) 
and Wrestler (Ji-Tu Cumbuka) 
shackled to the captives in the hold 
of the slave ship bound for America. 
Part two contained several riveting 
sequences, all showing Kunta Kintc's 
passion for freedom. In one of the 
opening scenes, the captives of the 
slave ship nearly subdue their white 
captors. However, Captain Davies 
manages to get "the cargo" through 
and all M survivors are auctioned. 
John Reynolds (Lome Greene), a 
white tobacco farmer and 
slaveowner, buys Kunta Kinte and 
takes his property back to Vriginia 
where plantation workers try to 
"tame" Kunta. That night's showing 
culminates with a tension-filled 
sequence with Kunta sawing off his 
leg chains and his bid for freedom is 
short-lived when he is re-captured 
and ordered beaten by the cruel 
overseer, Mr. Ames (Vic Morrow). 
Fiddler (Lou Gossett), an American 
born slave begs Master Reynolds to 
spare Kunta. This is to no avail 
because Reynolds is too busy reading 
his Christian scriptures and this 
episode ends with a very touching 
scene of Fiddler trying to comfort 
Kunta after he is beaten and forced 
to say his slave given name, Toby. 
The third night, the year is 1776 
and the adult Kunta (John Amos) 
continues to be a symbol of an un- 
diminished desire for freedom. His 
determination leads him to his final 
escape attempt in which he tries to 
convince Fanta (Ren Woods), a slave 
woman who was brought to America 
on the same ship as Kunta, to escape 
to the north with him. However, 
Fanta has no such confidence in 
Kunta's escape plans and seems to 
.be content as her master's bed 
wench. A shouting match between 
Fanta and Kunta ensues and this 
leads to the slaverunners capturing 
Kunta. 
AS A result of Master Reynolds 
orders to these runners to do 
whatever they have to, to insure 
Kunta does not run again, Kunta is 
maimed for life when the 
slaverunners gave Kunta the hopeless 
choice between castration and getting 
his right foot cut off with an ax. 
Kunta helplessly chose the latter and 
was nursed back to health by a slave 
woman named Bell (Madge Sinclair). 
Kunta, Fiddler and several other 
slaves are sold by Master Reynolds 
to his brother. Dr. William Reynolds 
(Robert Reed) as payment on a debt. 
Part four - Keenly aware of losing 
'his African heritage as well as his 
freedom, Kunta Kinte embarks on a 
new life. He took the advice and 
encouragement of old Fiddler and 
Kunta Jumped the broom (got 
married) with Bell, who had nursed 
Kunta back to health following his 
tragic amputation. 
Kunta passes up his last chance for 
freedom when Kixzy, his daughter is 
born. Also Kunta learns of the 
adulterous affair between Dr. 
Reynolds and his brother's wife 
(Lynda Day George). In this 
episode, Fiddler succumbed to old 
age and the pains of slavery. 
Thursday night's installment found 
16 year old Klzty (Leslie Uggamsi 
renewing a childhood friendship with 
her owner's niece Missy Anne (Sandy 
Duncan). Kizzy's boyfriend Noah 
(Lawrence-Hilton Jacobn) has an 
unending desire for freedom and 
attempts to escape with the help of 
Kizzy, who writes him a traveling 
pass. When Noah is captured a week 
later he is forced to reveal his 
source. As punishment Kizzy is 
rejected even by her one white 
friend, Missy Anne. She is also sold 
to Tom Moore (Chuck Connors) 
whom, as his custom was, raped his 
new young slave until she became 
pregnant. 
FRIDAY NIGHT, and 20 years 
later, Kizzy is the mother of a youth 
called Chicken George (Ben Vereen), 
who was fathered by her owner, 
Master Moore. The master of the 
grubby plantation raises fighting 
chickens, and he is visited by 
another "sporting man" Stephen 
Bennett (George Hamilton), who 
wants to buy Chicken George, who 
was nicknamed for his reputation as 
a superb trainer and gamecock 
handler. 
The word of a slave rebellion led 
by Nat Turner reaches the plantation 
and the owner's wife becomes 
terrified of all black people. Tom 
Moore offers Chicken George his 
freedom if his chicken could defeat 
Sir Eric Russell's (Ian McShane) 
better breeded chicken. To show his 
confidence in Chicken George's 
ability, Master Moore takes out a 
$20,000 wager with Russell and loses 
the bet. Because Moore is unable to 
meet this debt, Russell takes Chicken 
George back to England to train his 
chickens. 
In 1859 (Saturday night), Chicken 
George returns home as a free man 
and finds his grown-up son Tom 
(George Sanford Brown), as a 
blacksmith and married. The 
possibility of the aboltion of slavery 
is in the air, and Chicken George's 
freedom is deeply resented by many 
white men, especially two viciously 
racist brothers named Evan (Lloyd 
Bridges) and Jemmy Brent (Doug 
McClure). 
When the Civil War begins, Tom is 
recruited by the confederates and is 
cruelly mistreated as a blacksmith 
for the Army. One night a poor 
white boy is found stealing food from 
the mess hall by Tom, however, the 
confederate soldiers, mainly Evan 
and Jemmy Brent, don't see it that 
way and they break Tom's ribs. 
Later, that night, the same white boy 
called 01' George Johnson, comes to 
the home of Matilda (Tom's mother, 
Chicken George's wife, played by 
Olivia Cole) begging for food for him 
and Ms pregnant wife. He is given 
the food and is later befriended by 
the rest of the family.  01' George 
Johnson is later hired as the plan- 
tation's overseer, where his 
relationship with the slaves is more 
of that of a friend of a "Massa." 
IN THE concluding episode of 
Roots, the Civil War ends as the 
North defeats the South. The 
emancipated blacks rejoice to the 
tune of freedom. However, they soon 
find they are no better off with their 
lifelong dream of freedom because 
most of the white people seem in- 
terested only in abusing the eman- 
cipated blacks in the same old way. 
The former slavemaster Murray 
offers the freed slave a chance to 
stay on and work the farm as they 
always have, but now as 
sharecroppers earning a fair portion 
of the harvest. 
After many hours of debate, 
Matilda decides that the family will 
stay because she knows that 
somehow Chicken George is coming 
back. The family's old enemy Evan 
Brent forms a group of hooded 
nightridders who are set on keeping 
the blacks down. These nightridders 
destroy the black's crops which 
forces the Murray's to sell their 
plantation to an old racist senator 
(Burl Ives). 
Instead of honoring his promise to 
the Murray's that the blacks are free 
of their debts, the senator turns the 
farm over to Evan Brent. Brent 
keeps 01' George Johnson as his 
overseer, not knowing that he is a 
true friend of the blacks. Tom, 
through » brilliant plan, discovers 
who the nightriders are and turns 
the evidence over to the town's 
sheriff. The sheriff informs Brent of 
Toms's move and the nightriders 
come to the old slave quarters that 
night and whip Tom half to death 
until overseer Johnson intervenes. 
Later that night Chicken George 
comes back as predicted and devises 
the plan that takes the family from 
Alamance County, North Carolina to 
Henning, Tennessee, where Chicken 
George had bought a parcel of land. 
As the story ended, a pictorial 
display showed how Alex Haley, the 
author of the book, was the great- 
great-great-great-grandson of Kunta 
Kinte. 
IN THE NOT so distant past since 
the harsh reality of "Roots," things 
on a worldwide scale have not 
changed very much. The same types 
of horrors bestowed upon black 
people over 100 years ago in America 
are still occurring today to millions 
of black Africans in Zimbabwe 
(Rhodesia) and the racist apartheid 
regime in South Africa. The same 
reason given then is the same reason 
given today... Prof its. 
Profits are seen as the motivating 
factor which drive a certain group of 
people to deprive another group of 
people of their universal rights to 
live their lives in basic human 
dignity. The major difference bet- 
ween the American slave system and 
the apartheid system of South Africa 
is that the Americans of European 
descent brought slavery to America 
while South African Europeans took 
it's slavery to Africa. 
In America, blacks have made 
tremendous gains over the past 
century. However, this depends on 
whether you are comparing today's 
gains with slave times or the sup- 
posed equal rights, opportunities, and 
justice for all of today's civil right 
laws. 
AT A TIME that was not so long 
ago, blacks knew they were going to 
be the last ones hired and the first 
ones fired when business began to 
fall. In the years following World 
War II, when millions of veterans 
were released from the services, 
blacks returning from fighting "to 
save democracy" found that nothing 
had really changed in America. 
Blacks still had to go to the back of 
the restaurants to be served and had 
to sit on the back seat of the bus 
whether one was talking about 
transportation, housing, education, or 
unemployment. Things were bad in 
the North and even worse in the 
South, where discrimination and 
segregation were the unwritten laws 
of the land. That was just 15 to 30 
years ago. You really don't have to 
be old to remember those days. 
Today, almost half of the black 
households live close to the poverty 
level with median income of only 
$6,795. In today's time of inflation, 
one out of every four or five blacks 
are unemployed. Blacks today, as 
they were 100 years ago, are still at 
the bottom of the ladder and their 
chances of climbing higher are slim 
because this seems to be a time 
when the national climate toward 
blacks has turned chilly. 
As a result of viewing "Roots," 
millions of Americans have gained 
knowledge of their people's long- 
obscured, rich history, and have also 
gained determination to carry on the 
struggles of their people. 
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Day in Review 
      From Associated Press Reports 
'Energy days' approved 
Gov. Rhodes signed into law yester- 
day legislation granting Ohio schools IS 
"energy crisis days" that will not have 
to be made up when fuel shortages 
force shutdowns. 
The bill was introduced in the 
legislature on Tuesday and received 
final approval a day later. It takes 
effect immediately and is retroactive, so 
schools which have already closed 
because of natural gas shortages will 
benefit 
The legislation, which expires July 1, 
reduces the mandatory school year to 
160 days. The five calamity days 
permitted for bad weather have already 
been used by many districts. 
Teachers would be paid regular 
salaries when schools close on crisis 
days, rather than draw unemployment. 
Change in attitude? 
Teachers, classrooms and homework 
may be more inviting when Ohio 
students, grounded by the energy crisis, 
finally return to school. 
That's the only advantage an Ohio 
State University (OSU) educator finds 
to the chaos in education precipitated 
by the shortage of natural gas and other 
fuels 
"When the schools reopen, there will 
be a lot of children who will see school 
for the first time as not all that bad," 
said Dr. Thomas Stephens, chairman of 
the OSU Department of Education 
exceptional children program. 
School officials expect to begin closing 
districts en masse Monday, as 
classrooms exhaust their curtailed 
supplies of natural gas. Supt. of Public 
Instruction Martin Essex has said he 
expects two-thirds of the state's 2.1 
million public school students to be out 
of school for various times. 
Young children could forget what 
they've learned while older students will 
lose the benefits of a structured 
schedule and the society the school 
atmosphere creates, Stephens said. 
Survival budget pushed 
The State Democractic House Finance 
Committee chairman said yesterday 
Gov. Rhodes' proposed continuation 
spending plan should be trimmed to a 
"survival budget" to offset the impact 
of the energy crisis. 
Rep. Myrl H. Shoemaker (D- 
Boumeville) introduced Rhodes' budget 
bill in the legislature, but said he was 
"going a step further and calling for c 
survival budget." 
"There's going to be some cuts 
beyond what the administration called 
for in a continuation budget," 
Shoemaker said. 
That type of statement at budget time 
is usually interpreted as meaning 
' cuts" in the amount of new money 
requested by various state agencies. 
But Shoemaker insisted it could mean 
some departments will get less in 1977- 
79 than they currently receive. 
Shoemaker said estimated state 
growth of 22 per cent, or 11.56 million, 
was seriously threatened by revenue 
losses expected to occur due to 
unemployment and other energy-related 
problems. 
Rebates get mixed reviews 
With President Carter's call for 
sacrifice and cooperation fresh in mind, 
Congress moved ahead yesterday with 
consideration of the new ad- 
ministration's $31 billion proposals to 
create jobs and cut taxes. 
Carter drew mixed reviews for his 
economic stimulus program from Arthur 
F. Burns, chairman of the Federal 
Reserve Board, who told the House 
Banking Committee that "our nation 
needs to make progress during 1977, in 
creating more jobs and in expanding 
our industrial capacity." 
But Bums called the Carter proposals 
"an inefficient way to stimulate the 
economy," The Reserve Board 
chairman was particularly critical of 
the proposed $50 tax rebate on 1976 
taxes. He called it unnecessary and 
added, "The Treasury doesn't have this 
money. Its not a good habit.for the 
country to get into." 
Nonetheless, Burns said the Carter 
program was "prudent" considering the 
advice the new President was getting. 
Young visits Africa 
Andrew Young began his campaign to 
forge new American links with black 
Africa yesterday on Zanzibar, Tanzania, 
an island famous in history as a center 
of the slave trade and the starting point 
of Stanley's search for Livingstone. 
The 44-year-old Young. America's first 
black UN. ambassador, flew into the 
Tanzanian capital of Dar es Salaam. 
Then a charter plane brought him to 
Zanzibar. 23 miles off the East African 
mainland. 
He will spend the first three days of 
his 10-day African trip there, attending 
celebrations marking the merger of 
Zanzibar's political party with that of 
mainland Tanzania and meeting with 
several African leaders. From Tan- 
zania, Young plans to head west across 
Africa to Nigeria. 
Free firewood available 
Smokey Bear says it's okay to take 
firewood from his national forests as 
long as you burn it in your own stove or 
fireplace. 
If you live near one of the nation's 154 
national forests, free firewood may be 
available to help ward off the winter 
chills and save on precious natural gas 
and oil. 
The U.S. Forest service says anyone 
can have the free wood as long as he or 
she checks first with local forest of- 
ficials and gets a permit. Owen T. 
Jamison of the Agriculture Department 
agency said the permits are free and 
are available from district ranger of- 
fices at each national forest 
Death Row wedding nexed 
Two convicted Florida murderers who 
requested a Death Row wedding to 
make their 21-month-old daughter 
legitimate have been turned down by a 
prison official who says it would "serve 
no useful purpose." 
Louie Wainwright. secretary of the 
Florida Department of Prisoner 
Rehabilitation, said Wednesday that he's 
not sure the inmates are sincere, that 
the wedding would cost too much, that 
it might endanger the public and that 
the girl's illegitimacy could be solve by 
adoption after her parents are executed. 
Jessie Tafero, 30, and Sonia Jacobs, 
28, imprisoned 55 miles apart, were 
sentenced to die in the electric chair for 
the murders a year ago of a Florida 
highway patrolman and a visiting 
constable from Ontario, Canada. 
FTC chief under fire 
Federal Trade Commissioner Paul 
Rand Dixon has apologized personally to 
Ralph Nader for calling him a "son of a 
bitch and a dirty Arab." But an end to 
Dixon's troubles is not yet in sight. 
Nader said he is not satisfied. A 
growing number of organizations are 
calling for Dixon's ouster. And the 
furor over his remarks has begun to 
affect the FTC's business. 
Although Dixon earlier had vowed he 
would not apologize directly to Nader, a 
Lebanese-American, he backed down 
late Wednesday evening and sent him a 
handwritten apology. 
Nader called the apology "a step 
forward." 
Applications, interest lagging 
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Baby wanted: Couple to produce child 
After two miscarriages in 11 years ot marriage, a Detroit-area husband and wife 
have decided to pay someone to have the baby they can never have together. 
Over the past week, advertisements in several Michigan college newspapers have 
sought a "donor" to carry and deliver, for a fee, the artifically inseminated child 
of "Al and Betty," who wish to remain anonymous. They said they used the 
college press because several large daily papers refused to carry their ad. 
An only child, Betty says not having children has been the "biggest disap- 
pointment of my life. When you are in love with someone, it's important to give 
that person a child." 
A University Hospital doctor in Ann Arbor has agreed to perform the in- 
semination, and several prospective donors have already inquired, asking fees 
ranging up to $5,000, including expenses, according to the couple's attorney, Noel 
Keane of Dearborn. 
Keane said the action seems to lack legal precedent in Michigan. It may be tbe 
first time in tbe state that a couple has made public plea for a woman to sign a 
contract to bear their child, he said. 
"Tbe legal questions we are concerned about is paying a fee to compensate 
someone for doing this as well as assuring the donor follows through on giving the 
child up after birth," Keane said. 
German scholarship in trouble 
By Mark Sharp 
Staff Reporter 
Lack of interest and 
publicity may kill a 
"golden scholarhip op- 
portunity" offered to 
students, according to 
Director of International 
Programs L. Edward 
Shuck Jr. 
The scholarhip winner 
wiU be selected by Feb.20, 
but so far there are few 
applicants. Shuck said. 
Applications are due Feb. 
11. 
A   student   chosen   to 
participate in the exchange 
program will spend the 
1977-78 academic year 
studying in Germany at his 
choice of twelve univer- 
sities. 
FEES, TUITION, room 
and board plus living 
expenses are included in 
the scholarship. The 
student pays only air fare. 
Shuck called the 
scholarship "very generous 
and prestigious. There are 
very few scholarships 
available of this quality," 
he said. 
The 10-month scholarship 
program involves direct 
exchange of students 
between Germany and the 
U.S. 
"In the past, we've had 
seven or eight good, strong 
applicants each year," 
Shuck said. A minimum of 
one and possibly two 
students will be chosen this 
year. 
To be eligible, a student 
must have a minimum 
grade point average of 3.0 
for his first six quarters of 
residence and be of junior 
standing   at   the   end  of 
spring quarter. Shuck said 
sophomore applicants are 
preferred. 
SHUCK EMPHASIZED 
that a " 'B' average is 
absolutely necessary due to 
requirements set forth by 
the German schools." 
Applicants should submit 
a transcript in addition to a 
letter explaining the value 
of a year in Germany and 
perception of its usefulness. 
Three letters of 
recommendation should be 
submitted with one from a 
German department 
member   concerning   the 
person's abilities in the 
German language. 
Final selection will be 
subject to approval by a 
board composed of the 
Dean of the College of 
IJberal Arts, chairman of 
the Scholarship Committee, 
chairman of the depart- 
ment of German and 
Russian and director of 
International Programs. 
Shuck urges all in- 
terested students to apply 
as soon as possible at the 
Office of International 
Programs, 16 Williams 
Hall. 
Vance aims at conventional arms cutback 
WASHINGTON (API- 
Secretary of State Cyrus R. 
Vance said yesterday he 
plans to take up with the 
Russians a cutback in 
"conventional arms" as 
well as lowering the limit 
that the two superpowers 
have agreed to place on 
their nuclear weapons 
arsenals. 
In   his   first   interview 
since assuming office, 
Vance said he would aim 
for "a general reduction in 
the traffic in arms" when 
he goes to the Kremlin in 
late March. 
One possible approach, 
he said, is to target such 
areas as southern Africa 
and the Middle East for 
pilot reduction projects. 
IN  FACT, Vance said, 
the Carter administration 
might consider taking 
"action ourselves to 
demonstrate leadership"in 
arms controls by reducing 
some sales unilaterally. 
But he stressed that the 
subject must be explored 
in depth before any 
decisions are reached. 
Without expecting a 
"breakthrough,"Vance said 
Students cut musical record 
satirizing energy shortages 
By Bill Lammers 
Aist Copy Editor 
If you think the energy 
crisis is no laughing 
matter, don't listen to 
WFAL-AM. Some people 
there think it's quite funny. 
Larry L. Jewett, junior, 
and Robert D. Bishop, 
sophomore, have created a 
musical montage based on 
the energy crisis. The 
tape is similar to the 
format developed by Dicky 
Goodman, creator of "Mr. 
Jaws." 
The presentation asks 
such hypothetical questions 
of President Hollis A. 
Moore Jr. as "I have 
heard the rumor they will 
be cutting off the heat in 
dorms soon. When is the 
shut-off planned.?" 
IN RESPONSE, an ex- 
cerpt of Rod Stewart's 
"Tonight's the Night" is 
played. 
This recording is not 
Jewett and Bishop's first 
venture into the musical 
world. Last November, 
they made a similar tape 
satirizing President 
Carter's election. 
Both tapes have received 
substantial     airplay    on 
WFAL, the closed-circuit 
campus   radio   station. 
Jewett estimates that the 
tape is played every two 
hours. 
"It won't get played as 
much as a top 40 cut, but 
will get its share of the 
airplay," Jewett said. 
THE CREATORS will 
receive no monetary 
compensation for the 
recording. "It's just 
something we did for fun, 
but we got a sense of 
accomplishment out of it. 
"We didn't think it would 
get any farther than our 
personal collection," Jewett 
said. 
They played the record 
for WFAL station manager 
Terry Coker and program 
director Anne Marie 
Pincombe. Jewett said 
they liked the song and 
decided to include it on 
their play list. 
The song can be heard 
only on WFAL. Jewett 
said the comments are 
campus-oriented and may 
not be understood by a 
larger area audience. 
he expects to discuss with 
Soviet officials "in an 
initial and preliminary 
fashion" completion of a 
treaty restricting the two 
sides' strategic nuclear 
weapons, including missiles 
and long-range bombers. 
In this regard, he said 
the administration hoped to 
lower the ceiling of 2,400 
strategic weapons reached 
by former President 
Gerald R. Ford and Soviet 
leader l-eonid I Brezhnev 
in Vladivostok        in 
November 1974. 
NEGOTIATIONS have 
been at an impasse for 
more than a year. 
In a striking departure 
from the "linkage" theory 
that guided his 
predecessor,Henry 
A.Kissinger,  Vance  said 
that pressing the Russians 
in one area, such as 
human rights, did not 
necessarily influence Soviet 
attitudes in another, such 
as strategic weapons 
negotiations. 
Vance said he had 
personally approved a 
statement inviting Cuba to 
discuss a continuation of 
the 1973 anti-hijacking 
agreement set to expire in 
mid-April. 
At the same time.Vance 
said, it would be"con- 
structive" for the two 
countries, which haven't 
had normal diplomatic 
relations in 16 years, to 
discuss the presence of an 
estimated 10.000 to 15,000 
Cuban troops in Angola as 
well as the export of 
revolution from Havana to 
other countries. 
************** 
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WISHES TO CONGRATULATE 
ITS NEW ACTIVES 
Lynne Danielak 
Judy Justice 
Pep Longdon 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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* SPRING COURSE OFFERINGS* 
APARTMENT   COMPLEXES 
Haven   House M.inor ISIS- E    Wooster 
Piedmont Blh and Hiqh Street 
HIH keys   House 619 6th Street 
Birchwood PMtc 6SO 6th Street 
MEN WOMEN 
Jobs on Ships! 
American. Foreign. No 
experience required. 
Excellent pay. Worldwide 
travel. Summer iob or 
career. Send S3.00 tor in 
formation SEAFAX. Dept. 
J 10, Box 3049, Port 
Angeles. Washington, 98362 
ABORTION 
$150.00 
TOLI  fRf E 9 a.m.-10 p m 
1-800-438-5534 
A& S 100 
YOU  AND  THE   WORLD  OF  WORK; 
2   hrs.  CREDIT;   3-5  Thurs. 
HCS 440 
PEER   COUNSELING:      A  WAY 
* 
* 
Features: 
OF   HELPING; 3  hrs. CREDIT; 1-2:30  T-F* 
If questions, call:      372-2081 
J Bedroom  Furnished 
Gas He.it and Air conditioning 
Laundry Area In Each liiiiq 
Use Ot Heated Indoor Pool AM Year 
Round Party & Game Room In 
Cherrywood Club 
Tenants Pay Only Electric and 
Cablevision 
Model  Open  For Showing     Call & Come 
And See 
OTHER   RENTALS 
Houses,   EHicency,   I   &   1      Bedroom 
Apartments furnished & unfurnished 
Ht?4?47$*4?**$*4?*$$c|?***i 
FITNESS WORLD SPECIAL 
*49.00 
'til the end- of the school yearf    |*r»«UJ 
HURRV! HURRY! 
of 7th & High St. 
353-J778 
Co-Ed Oub Featuring | 
Summing Pool 
SMM 
nil bfetctu rttflnM 
SAVE 
Up To 60% 
On All Fall-Winter Mdse. 
New Energy Hours  10 am-5 pm 
The Powder Puff 
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.jfl| Playright Scott lauded for script 
'Good Ship Credit' filled with insight 
Aiiocuiad  '..»  Win w» 
If cube roots and differentials gel yon dowm, iWi't 
give up. It took Shakuntala Devi, a world 
recognized mathematician, all of SO lecoadi tf deep 
concentration to find the 23rd root of this Ml-digit 
number. A Unlvac computer took mare thai a 
minute to calculate the answer, while a professor 
took four minutes just to write the problem oi the 
board. 
Review by 
Beth Rooney 
"The Good Ship Credit" is a theater experience no one 
should miss. It is a moving and powerful work, blessed 
with vivid joy and excitement. It is a wonderful respite 
from the stiff and uninspired staging of recent produc- 
tions-and most of the credit (no pun 
intended) goes to the University's playwright-in-residence, 
Dr.John Scott. 
Scott's script is beautifully flowing, full of insight and 
humor that manages to make relevant and serious points 
amidst laughter. Scott's play makes us take a long look 
at ourselves and our world. When the thought gets too 
depressing, he lets us laugh at our human frailties. 
Perhaps the most striking thing about the script is his 
gift for personifying modern language-for making the 
words come alive. 
Scott claims his inspiration came from a 21-pound 
lizard. No matter what its origin, Scott is obviously an 
enormously talented   writer    and director. 
BUT EVEN A fantastic script can turn into a disaster if 
all the elements of the show don't pull together. That was 
not a problem for "Good Ship Credit." An amazing array 
of lights were handled with finesse and timing: what 
seemed like millions of rear projections lent a 
surrealistic yet meaningful atmosphere; Briant Hamor 
Lee's set was, as always, functional yet striking. 
Costumes were suitably strange, as was the makeup. And 
the only flaw in Scott's blocking was a tendency .toward 
conformity in musical numbers. 
The excellent musical quartet of Stanley Cowell, Jimmy 
Heath, Ivan Houpe.and Jonathon "Doug" Bailey added 
their own dimension of jazz, blues and soul through an 
extremely competent sound system. Cowell's compositions 
were a perfect complement to the action; the staged 
musical numbers were significant and jazzy; and the 
quartet adequately set the mood prior to the show. 
The major cast of seven provided the strongest per- 
formances on stage this year. Michael Johnson as the 
Captain was a wonder of tribal leadership and dignity. 
Although he sometimes spoke too fast, making him dif- 
ficult to understand, he showed a mature sense of 
characterization as the pompous, yet strangely vulnerable 
proud chieftan. Probably his greatest asset was his 
powerful singing voice. 
GARY BOND HAD the streetwise jive of the hot-lips 
sex symbol Baby Ru down to a tee; Kozmond Russell as 
Ivan was the perfect picture of the stuffy corporate 
facade. Cynthia Jackson showed the clear signs of a 
gifted actress in her magnetic portrayal of Madame 
Manong, while Amos I, Cowsen and Deanna Lyas were 
suitably snooty as the blue-noses. Connie Williams as 
Grace the Great presented the weakest performance, for 
she lacked the brazenly eccentric mannerisms of the 
others. Perhaps the only other weakness in the ensemble 
was Russell's soft singing voice. But together, the seven 
transferred an intense excitement to the audience, 
making the show the ideal of theater: true sharing. 
The main ensemble was helped immeasurable in this 
by the secondary ensemble of eight, which tried at every 
opportunity to steal the show. They failed only because 
every character was so strong-but they gave it a solid 
effort. The group of Steve Feaster, Michael Ferrer, Larry 
Joiner, Frank Yarbrough, Charlette, "Candi" Cole, 
Johnnie Jo Hall, Judy Henderson, and Daphne Jackson 
each succeeded in bringing to life their own strange 
characters. They were crazy and riotous-a joy to watch. 
In fact, everyone and everything was a joy to watch. 
The giant lizard did not appear but the show didn't need 
it. It was crazy enough on its own-and I seriously doubt 
if there will ever be another play with this brand of 
aliveness and excitement on campus ever again. 
Some Oh/o schools stay open; 
others shut down for weeks 
■gooal Briefs 
Lot 6 parking 
University Parking Services is asking that vehicles 
parked in Lot 6 be moved as soon as possible to the 
lots directly east so that Lot 6 can be plowed. 
Melvin R. Jones, director of parking services, said 
no penalty will be levied against those parking in 
either lot. 
Concert changes 
The Bernard Linden concert, scheduled for ( p.m. 
tomorrow in the Recital Hall of the College of Musical 
Arts, has been canceled because of the weather. 
Instead, the University String Quartet will perform. 
Also, the Woodwind Quartet concert has been 
postponed until 8 p.m. Wednesday. 
Curling Club 
The Bowling Green Curling Club will host the annual 
President's Bonspiel this weekend at the Ice Arena. 
Sixteen teams from the United States and Canada 
will compete. Games will start at 9 a.m. tomorrow 
and continue until midnight. Competition Sunday will 
start at 9 a.m. with the championship slated for 11 
a.m. 
The bonspiel will be free and open to the public. 
By The Associated Press 
Ohio'* larger school 
districts are responding to 
the natural gas shortage in 
different ways, with plans 
ranging from month long 
closings to no closings at 
all, according to a survey 
of the top 10 districts. 
"It's kind of a sad 
story," said John B. 
Maxwell, superintendent of 
Dayton schools, where 
earlier this week some 
40,000 students attended 
classes In buildings heated 
only at maintenance levels. 
"We had to give that up 
simply because the kids 
just couldn't write with 
temperatures inthe 50s," he 
said. 
DAYTON     SCHOOLS 
closed three days this week 
and will take spring 
vacation off next week. 
Dayton Power It Light 
Co.plans to vaporize a 
supply of propane gas the 
district purchased, and 
schools most likely will 
reopen Feb. 14. 
Elsewhere.school districts 
in the Columbus area will 
close Monday until March 
7,while districts In nor- 
theastern Ohio served by 
Bast Ohio Gas Co. planned 
no closings. 
Dr. Paul W. 
Briggs.superintendent of 
the state's largest district 
in Cleveland, said his 
schools are burning 
alternate fuels where 
possible and are under 
restricted gas usage and s 
strict conservation 
program. But they are not 
closing. 
"WE WOULDN'T be in 
this trouble if everybody 
conserved and in the past 
had taken efforts to reduce 
consumption overall," Briggs 
said. He said East Ohio 
Gas warned five years ago 
that "if we ever had a bad 
year, we'd have trouble." 
The Youngstown, Canton 
and Akron school districts 
also plan no closings as a 
result of the energy crisis. 
But in Franklin County, 
both the Columbus and the 
Southwestern City districts 
will   close   for   30   days 
DOING OUR PART 
THESE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS LEAD 
IN HELPING THE ENERGY CRISIS! 
Customer Hours for the month 
of February for all Offices in 
Wood County 
Effective immediately: 
Monday thru Thursday 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Extended Friday Hours 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Closed Saturday 
First   Federal   Savings  &   Loon   Assn. 
of   Wood   County 
Richard   E.   Schmidt,   President 
Mid-American   National   Bank  &  Trust  Co. 
Edward  J.   Reiter, 
Executive  Vice  President 
The  Huntington Bank  o*  Wood  County Northwest  Ohio   Bank 
Robert  H.   Carlile, James  A.   Hoffman, 
President President 
The State Savings ond  Loan Company 
Theodore W.  Greene, 
President 
beginning Monday-closings 
made feasible by new 
legislation granting IS 
"energy days" schools are 
not required to make up. 
Columbus supt. John 
Ellis said an extensive 
"school without schools" 
program will begin Monday 
for his 96,571 students, 
including instruction by 
radio and television-both 
public and private- 
newpapers and telephone 
calls from teachers. 
The 17,592 students who 
attend Southwestern City 
Schools will go to classes 
one day a week in district 
buildings that burn 
alternate fuels, Supt. 
Martin Stahl said. 
IN TOLEDO, all 55.496 
students were out of school 
yesterday and today, and 
some 12,000 of them will 
miss classes three days 
next week until Columbia 
Gas of Ohio lifts its order 
for maintenance level 
operations. 
Dr. James Jacobs, 
superintendent of Ohio's 
third largest district in 
Cincinnati.said 15 of his 
schools are closed while on 
maintenance gas levels and 
36 are under a 30 per cent 
reduction ordered by 
Cincinnati Gas & Electric 
Co. 
r1 "\ 
SCHEDULE CHANGES SI'RINO 1977 
CHANGES ARE IN BOLD 
0345 BIOL 439 FMMUNOBIOLOGY 
0346 BIOL 439 IMMUNOBIOLOGY 
0459 CDIS 331 2:00 MTRF 
0647 CSP 480 7:00-10:00 PM T 
0723 EDAS 409 NOT PROJECT INTERACTION 
0724 EDAS 409 IS ALTERNATIVE PROJECT 
0778 EDCI 091 SECTION CANCELLED 
0784 EDC1 C351 1:00-3:00 MRWRF 
1191 FREN 561 SECTION CANCELLED 
1192 FREN 588 SECTION CANCELLED 
1524 HOEC 312 1:00 MR 
1:004:00 T 
ARRANGE 
1560 HOEC 401 5:304:30 PM M 
1689 D24T 214 12:00 MW 
1:00-3:00 MW 
2139 MUCH J100 1:00-3:00 T, 1:00 R 
2140 MUCH K100 1:00-3:00 T, 1:00 R 
2187 MUCH J300 1:00-3:00 T, 1:00 R 
2188 MUCH K300 1:00-3:00 T, 1:00 R 
0154 ART 321 delete ARRANGE 
0149 ART 277 9-12 TR, CAYTON 
delete 6-9 M, STINSON 
0124 ART 112 SECTION CANCELLED 
0125 ART 112 SECTION CANCELLED 
0183 ART D411 SECTION CANCELLED 
0184 ART C411 SECTION CANCELLED 
0129 ART 146 Instructor, MtSFELDT 
0229 ART 5B0 SECTION CANCELLED 
3541 SPCH 102 SECTION CANCELLED 
3569 SPCH 102 SECTION CANCELLED 
3590 SPCH 102 PER MAJORS ONLY 
3561 SPCH 102 SECTION CANCELLED 
3562 SPCH 102 SECTION CANCELLED 
3568 SPCH 102 SECTION CANCELLED 
3594 SPCH 102 UTRF, 1 F 
3595 SPCH 102 12 TRF, 1 F 
3596 SPCH 102 10 M, 1 TRF 
2465 MUSP 289 10-12 MWR, 12 T 
2466 MUSP 289 10-12 MWR, 12 T 
2586 MUSP 489 10-12 MWR, 12 T 
m: MUSP 489 10-12 MWR, 12 T J 
JUSTIN 
TIME FOR 
VALENTINE'S DA Y 
25% off on ALL  Jewelry 
Friday 2/4/77 • Monday 2/14/77 
THE LITTLE SHOP 
(located in the University Union) 
HOURS:   AAon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 10-3 
Fill your sweetheart's heart, 
by filling-in this heart, with a 
love message to appear in 
The BIS Hews 
Special Valentine Section on Feb. 11* 
N*wtf*ok»   by   Gr*g   Havrnki 
Dog's day 
Ptrrygburg's answer to the Doberman Gang, Fuss. 
does the legwork for his master, Jerry Karoer at 
the Northwest Ohio Bank of Wood County. Equipped 
with a money pourh and gripping teeth. Fuss 
places the pouch within reach of the awaiting hand 
of bank teller Fran Schelder. The teller puts change 
In the pouch, rewards Fuss with a dog biscuit and 
Fuss plods out the bank doors. This ritual Is per- 
formed whenever change Is needed In the cash 
registers at Karner's PeiTysburg bar. It gives the 
tellers a change of pace during doldrum days and 
saves some effort for Karner. 
Friday, Feb. 4, 1*77, The BG Newt Page i 
More natural gas headed to Midwest; 
plant shutdowns may linger until spring 
By the Associated Press 
A new winter storm 
dropped snow on several 
areas in the Midwest and 
East yesterday, as extra 
supplies of natural gas 
began moving toward the 
region to ease the energy 
crunch caused by the cold. 
The worst of the frigid 
weather seemed over in 
some areas, but the after 
effects lingered. Officials 
said plant closings and 
layoffs, now involving up to 
two million persons, could 
last until spring 
Federal authorities 
worked to allocate natural 
gas to where it was needed 
most, following enactment 
of emergency energy 
legislation. The gas started 
flowing even before the 
bill's signing, but it moves 
at only 15 miles an hour. 
The industrial cutbacks, 
caused by the curtailment 
of ' natural gaa to 
businesses, will not be 
eased  by  the extra  fuel 
since that will be used to 
supply high-priority 
customers such as homes 
and hospitals. 
THE NEW STORM was 
the result of a cold front 
from the Great Lakes into 
the middle Mississippi 
Valley. Pittsburgh; 
International Falls, Minn.; 
Fort Wayne, Ind.; 
Cleveland and Youngstown 
got an Inch of snow 
yesterday morning. There 
also  was  light  snow  or 
Free public ed for handicapped 
expected in curriculums by 1978 
A provision to provide 
'. special education to 
! children of all ages was 
i proposed last December by 
Edward Aguirre, U.S. 
. commissioner for the 
: Department of Health, 
'■ Education, and Welfare. 
jj The proposed regulation 
:: is based on provisions of 
:| the Education for All 
. Handicapped Children Act, 
j: enacted Nov. 29, 1975. 
3 The provisions state that 
^iby Sept. 1. 1978 all states 
'■: accepting federal funds 
■ ■ must provide free public 
;: education to all han- 
;: dicapped children 3-18 and 
[': to those 18-21 by Sept. 1. 
;il980. 
i According to Dr. Robert 
§ Blackwell, chairman of the 
CUniversity's     special 
?•*••••• 
education department, the 
provisions "will open up 
many more Jobs in many 
fields." 
Until recently, special 
education majors at the 
University have been 
trained to deal with han- 
dicapped children 5-18, but 
with the new provision pre- 
schoolers and older persons 
also will receive help. 
Helping handicapped ch- 
ildren at a young age has 
proven to be a valuable 
practice, Blackwell said. 
"We have found that the 
earlier we can start with a 
handicapped child, the 
better we can help them," 
he said. 
One practice Blackwell 
warned   against,   however, 
was that of "main- 
streaming." sending a 
handicapped child into a 
classroom situation with 
non-handicapped children. 
"The child must be 
weighed on an individual 
basis," he said. "It is a 
mistake to put all han- 
dicapped children in this 
tvue of situation." 
warnings of flurries along 
the East Coast. 
In Buffalo, which was 
shut down by a blizzard a 
week ago, the easing of 
one emergency brought the 
beginning of another. 
A ban imposed Tuesday 
on nonessential driving was 
lifted Wednesday night and 
motorists created massive 
traffic Jams yesterday 
morning. 
"PEOPLE SEEM awfully 
reluctant to set up car 
pools," said John Meyer of 
the Police Traffic Division. 
"They could contribute by 
making personal sacrifices, 
but they're not doing it." 
The city picked up 
another two inches of snow 
overnight, but most retail 
outlets that had been 
closed all week reopened 
yesterday. 
Mayor Stanley M. 
Makowski said he lifted the 
driving ban because of the 
cost of lost business. "I 
simply weighed the in- 
convenience to snow 
removal   efforts   against 
potential losses to In- 
dividuals and business 
people," he said. 
National Fuel Gas Corp. 
said it had begun receiving 
an extra 30 million cubic 
feet of natural gas daily 
from Texas for Buffalo and 
may get more. "We're In 
good shape," said Louis R. 
Reif, the company 
president. 
He said no decision had 
been made about ending 
curtailments to business 
and industry. The extra 
gas is designed to make up 
for synthetic gas lost due 
to the breakdown on 
Tuesday of a plant at a 
nearby oil refinery. 
AMERICAN   EMBASSY 
sources In Mexico City said 
Mexico will sell the United 
States 40 million cubic feet 
of gas a day at current 
interstate rates, starting 
Monday or Tuesday. 
Another boost for energy 
supplies came with the 
resumption of delayed 
barge traffic on the Ohio 
River. 
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KAPPA SIGMA      * 
* 
Would Like to Congratulate * 
its New Actives: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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Cultural Boost Announces-In Concert 
DON McLEAN 
Sunday Feb. 6th, 1977 
Grand Ballroom 8 P.M. 
Students $2.00 
Non Students $3.00 
Available at Union Ticket Office & Finders 
IMMPYJMPMPPWMPMIPANIPMPM^ 
Greg Nett 
Cameron Abernethy 
Tom Brand 
Hugh Meyer 
Steve Heggy 
Buzz Stock 
And New Pledges: 
Steve Abston 
Larry Deters 
Pat Goggin 
Mike Oleksak 
Larry Fletcher 
•*•••••••••*•• 
WHAT ARE YOU DOING THE REST OF YOUR LIFE? 
FXPL.QRING   CHURCH  MINISTRIES—A  RETREAT 
FOR  COLLEGE  AGE  MEN  AND  WOMEN   IS  OFFERED: 
April  1-3,  1977 
THOSE   CATHOLIC  MEN  AND  WOMEN(18-25)WHO 
ARE  OPEN  TO  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  CHURCH 
SERVICE  AND  WOULD  LIKE  TO  MAKE   THIS 
RETREAT  MAY  CONTACT  THE  NEWMAN  CENTER   OR 
Diocesan  Vocation Office 
1933  Spielbusch   Avenue 
Toledo,   OH     43624 
Stranded University workers 
to receive pay for last Friday 
University employes unable to get to 
work last Friday because of adverse 
weather conditions will get paid after all. 
According to Harold E. Smith, director 
of executive staff-operations, employes who 
reported to work Friday and were ordered 
home at 10 a.m. by Gov. Rhodes will be 
paid for a full eight-hour day. 
Those who could not reach the University 
will be paid for their scheduled work 
assignment from 10 a.m. until the end of 
their regular shift. Employes requesting 
complete payment for the full day, before 
10 a.m. can use vacation or compensatory 
time to make up the difference. 
Workers who reported as usual Friday 
and worked past 10 a.m. will be paid for 
eight hours plus overtime for the hours 
after 10 a.m. which they were on duty. 
Employes who came in at a reasonable 
time Monday, as determined by their 
supervisors, will be compensated for a full 
eight-hour day. Those who stayed home 
may count the day as vacation, com- 
pensatory time or leave without pay. 
Origianlly, employes who did not report 
for work Friday were not going to get 
paid, but the gubernatorial order 
necessitated the change in policy, Smith 
said. 
He said Delores A. Brim, clerical 
specialist at The BG News, alerted the 
president's office of the governor's order 
for all state employes to go home as it 
came over the News' Associated Press 
wire Friday morning. 
The University decided to send employes 
home after receiving Brim's report and 
hearing local radio announcements, Smith 
said, adding that no call was made to 
verify the announcement. 
Details of the payment plan for Friday 
and Monday were spelled out in a policy 
statement issued by Smith's office 
yesterday. 
Severest winter ever causes 
Ohioans to seek out sun fun 
CINCINNATI (AP)-The 
worst winter on record 
here has people thinking of 
faraway places in order to 
keep warm. 
Travel agencies report 
that business is booming as 
shivering Midwest 
residents try to escape the 
cold temperatures. 
"We've had numerous 
requests from callers who 
simply say "book us where 
the weather is warmest," 
said Stella Peterson, a 
counselor for the American 
Automobile Association 
(AAA). 
"Cruise business is way 
up," according to Ellen 
Austlng of Thomas Cook 
Travel. "People who hadn't 
thought about cruises were 
swarming through the door 
after the first couple of 
bad snows. Our phones 
were ringing off the hook." 
The AAA said tourist 
interest has increased for 
Southwest sunspots, while a 
spot check of other area 
CINEMA I 
FRI. & SAT. 
MIDNIGHT MOVm 
C^ 
'nifswiiiuisIOOHJiDiaT 
MiminuiMcowiiMniuiM i 
mi ■ curl 
All SEATS $1.25 
CINEMA i 
mi. ft SAT. 
MIDNIGHT MOVHI 
hm Under, 
/Over and 
i In the Water. 
agencies indicated Florida 
has suffered significantly 
from its rare cold snap. 
FLORIDA is not even in 
the top ten anymore," said 
one travel counselor. "Most 
people are willing to pay 
an extra $70-180 to go to 
the Bahamas or wherever 
they are assured it will be 
sunny and warm." 
A wave of schoolcloslngs 
has triggered new business 
from teachers "who want 
to get away for three or 
four days," according to 
Peterson. 
BARGAIN PRICES 
SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEES 
ADULTS ONLY II.Ml 
SATURDAY 
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT 
All STUDENTS SI IS     WITH I D < 
NOW SHOWING! 
TONIGHT AT 7:30 AND »:40 P.M. 
SATURDAY AT 7:00    7: JO AND • :40 P.M. 
SUNDAY AT 7:00   4:15 - 7:30 AND t:40 P.M. 
IT'S THE MOST HILARIOUS 
SUSPENSE RIDE OF YOUR LIFE! 
SILVER STREAM » 
GENE WILDER JILL CLAYBURGH RICHARD PRYOR 
wr« <m. 
MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW: 
ma COMIOY Hn of TM MASON wvoivn MM VAUNT, M tnim. 
MUM AND tOMAPKJ    «1   HI TPAVill   ABOAPOTKI tlAPrt (ONTMtMT AL TIAIN 
-MVH anuK - coMtov MAC*™ in PIA> AS Ptm TMSP BOUND ptvoa 
nits TO Msip Mnum WITH m PPOMIMS wrm MI OAV»IMOM MO PATHCX 
MrOOOHAN AlONO  TMS T*M> WN1 KMP VOO IAUOMNO UP TO TM UAMAANO 
■WMH. 
NOW SHOWING! 
TONIGHT AT 7:30 AND t:40 P.M. 
SATUIDAT AT 2:00-7:30 AND »:«0 P.M. 
SUNDAY AT 1:00-4:15-7:30 AND *:40 P.M. 
Confounding! 
Sherlock Holmes meets 
Sigmund Freud 
THE SEVEN- 
PERCENT 
SOLUTION 
From (fie 11 Beil-Sellina \<« W 
MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW: 
SMM.OCX HOUMS UPMAVS&MK. TM OUtS   SIOMUND PWUO UMUV1UNO  TM 
Monvn       ON THI MINCMIH nun or TM IAIO- WITH A WIAK IAOMAMD, 
TM PASHA  «UH A PfNCKANT 'OP MO MAM.  TM OVfKOAT WITH A SMAU 
MAN INSJM   IMS STOP* IS TPAM  OMV TM PACTS HAVS BUN MAM UP. 
MATS! 
NOW SHOWING! 
FIIDAT I SATUIDAT AT 7:00 11-.VS P.M. 
SUNDAY AT 2:00 i 7:30 P.M. 
ANDY WARHOL'S 
TJracuIn 
A FILM BY PAUL MMRISSEY 
A CARLO PONTIANDY WARHOL PROOUC1ION . 
COLOR • A CENTRAL PARK FILMS RELEASE 
MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW: 
•"'Hi AMDT tVAMKXS ADAPTATION OP TM CLASSIC MAOAA THRU* THAT ' 
PM1 MACS YOUt tiOOO BUN TMN AND ISSP YOU ON TM BOO* Of TOUP SIAT. 
WAPMOt»   D41ACUI A   n DOM IN TM TPAOmON OP WAtMOVt   PIANKSMTSNT 
Page i, The BG News, Friday, Feb. 4, 1»77 
"B-RR-R      PLEASE BEAR WITH US!   WEVE TURNED 
OUR THERMOSTATS DOWN!" It's a Sign of the Times! 
Great Scot 
rmiNDir FOOD STORES 
IN RECOGNITION OF THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
OF OHIO'S REQUEST THAT COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS 
REDUCE STORE OPENING HOURS TO 60 HOURS 
EACH WEEK. 
GREAT SCOTS  ENERGY CRISIS HOURS: 
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
11 a.m.-7 p.m. 
9 a.m.-7 p.m. 
9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
9 ii.ni.-7 p.m. 
Noon-4 p.m. 
00 HOURS Tit SERVE YOl 
GREAT SCOT RECOGNIZES THIS TOTAL ENERGY 
THROUGHOUT  THE COUNTRY.   WE REALIZE THAT IT 
MAY BE NECESSARY TO SHARE OUR ABILITY TO PRODUCE 
POWER AND SHARE THE AVAILABLE FUEL OIL WITH 
OTHER STATES SO OHIO MIGHT RECEIVE MORE 
NATURAL GAS. 
GREAT SCOT SUPPORTS TOTAL 
ENERGY CONSERVATION 
WE HAVE: 
1. REDUCED OUR HOURS OF OPERATION 
2. TURNED THERMOSTATS TO THE LOWEST POSSIBLE SETTING 
3. CURTAILED OUR IN-STORE BAKERY OPERATIONS 
4. ADJUSTED OUR OFFICE OPERATIONS TO CONSERVE ENERGY 
5. ASKED EMPLOYEES AND CUSTOMERS TO DRESS WARMLY 
TO PROTECT THEIR HEALTH 
6. ELIMINATED ALL UNNECESSARY BACK ROOM AND 
STORAGE LIGHTING. 
WE ASK YOUR COOPERATION DURING 
THIS CRISIS 
WE ASK YOU TO PATONIZE THOSE 
WHO COOPERATE IN THIS TOTAL 
ENERGY CRISIS 
WE ASK THAT YOU ENCOURAGE OTHERS TO COOPERATE 
SO THERE WILL BE AN EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF JOBS 
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. 
WE ARE LOCALLY OWNED AND LOCALLY INTERESTED! 
ACROSS 
1 Brouhaha 
5 Brillance 
9 Impatient ex- 
clamation 
13 Sentence of a 
sort 
15 Opera role 
IB Relative of "ease" 
17 Flavoring 
18 Like certain sales 
20 Student's 
concern 
22 Prepared, as 
vegetables 
23 Of the cheek 
24 Hundredweight 
Abbr 
25 Pittsburgh foot- 
baller 
28 Yukon's neighbor 
31 Admonish 
32 Check 
34 Churchman; 
Abbr. 
.16 "Exodus" hero 
37 Solitude: Sp. 
38 l.uau delicacy 
39 Twitching 
40 Shelter 
41 Gov. (Jrasso's 
slate: Abbr 
42  wet hen 
Phrase 
44 Opener of it sort 
46  Miss 
47 Divert 
4H  Look after 
51  Temperumenlal 
55  Halt 
57 The flower 
58 Eden. Earl of 
59 Healthy hue 
60 Reports: 
Abbr. 
61 See 48 Across 
62 Snug 
63 Tells 
DOWN 
1 College group 
2 Crescent figure 
3 Birds 
4 Letter carriers 
5  Parade, 
annual Tampa 
festival 
6 Metric unit 
7 Fragrance 
H   Price  
Laughing gulls 
10 Auditory 
11 Man's name 
12 Careful notice 
14   Where Katman 
du is 
19  Dancer Villella 
21  Tavern 
24 Decamp 
25 Clout 
26 River of China 
27 Heath genus 
28 Purse "extra." in 
racing 
29 Pillow stuffing 
30 Have — to pick 
33   It.tii.m preposi- 
tion 
35 Fragrant, as a 
forest 
37 Jewish greeting 
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
41 Certain 
Louisianians 
43  dash 
45 Willow tree 
47 Bring together 
48 Get going? 
49 Hoof edge 
50 Town not far 
from London 
51 Slangy suffix 
52 Asiatic palm 
53 lawyer: Abbr 
54 Smaller 
M BOW- 
ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
THAT'S AIL YOU 
GOT ON TEN6, 
HONEY? 
'ftMr   '    »     "      "   "^ 
UUL.IHAD. BUTI NEED THE 
OOU6H. HONEY' DIE 601TO BUILD 
UPM attarHATING AGAIN IF 
I'M GOING TO CASH IN ON THE 
NEW WALL POSTED POOP' 
mmT}\T^rp 
...... 
BESIDES. I UAi GET- 
TING A LITTLE RUSTY' 
A FEW FREE -LANCE 
WRIT/NO GI6S WON'T 
DOME ANY HARM' 
*y •' 
i f HIS WIFE  f- WHY'      t> 
\ 
SAY.Y0UDON7 
KNOWUIH0TEN6 
GOES OUT U/fTH, 
DO YOU' \ 
'^Ec^iasi^s; 
Classifieds 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Fricl.lv. February 4. 1977 
Geology Brown Bag. Or Wayne Pryor will speak on "The 
Deposition ol Argillaceous Sedciment" at noon Friday in Rm. 
070. Overman Hall at 12 noon. 
Saturday.  February 5.  1977 
collee & tea tor only 50 
cents? At the UAO cof 
Icehouse This week's 
featured act is folk singer 
Catsby Jones So see him 
Thursday or Friday (or both 
nights) at 6 p.m. in the 
carnation room 
FOR SALE 
'76 Camaro 6.000 mi excel 
cond College student Best 
oiler   372 5659 
FOR  RENT 
People's Chess Federation, Commuter Center trom 10 am. 5 
p m. Open to anyone interested in Chess  Drop in anytime. 
Kappa Sigs We're sorry we 
were late, but il you ask us. 
we think your great! Thanks 
tor a great tea  The DZ's 
Sunday. February 6, 1977 
Human  Rights Alliance meeting Wayne Room of Union at 5 
p.m. Discussion ot Univ. Police Review Board. 
Congratulations to Bill and 
Ruth on their engagement 
The brothers ot SAE 
F to subl. new apt spr. qtr 
35? 4690 
House to snare Cost 
negotiable. Separate bdrms 
730 Elm St Call Bob 352 
6100 
Alpha Phi Omega, The National Service Fraternity meeting, 
179 Lite Science Bldg  at 7 » p.m. 
Mythopoeic  Society  meeting room 447 Math Science at  7:30 
p m  Discussion ot Till We Have Faces by C.S. Lewis. 
Monday   February 7. 1977 
Depi   ol  Romance Languages Lecture on Sa'trc.  Ohio Suite 
oi Union at 4 p.m. 
Dtpt, ol  Romance Languages Film     "No Exit'' in English, 
room IDS Hanna Hall at 8 p.m. 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND    Girl's gold bracelet 
on Manvillc Si  Call 352 5419. 
F. to subl. apt. spr. qtr 
Haven House 1 mo. rent 
tree  352 4804 Debbie. 
FOUND Ladies   watch, 
downtown   35? 6949 to claim. 
HELP WANTED 
Rmmte. wanted: own rm. 
$85 mo plus gas and elec 
Call 352 0211. 
F. to subl apt. spr. qtr 
Univ   Vill   Mary Jo 352 4226 
Applications are now being 
accepted lor the Editorial 
and Business Statt of trie BG 
News Application deadline is 
5 pm Feb. 11 Ad Salesmen 
positions must go Ihrough 
Student Employment, 460 
Student Services Bldg 
PERSONALS 
Needed I babysitter Mon & 
Thurs. 8 30 3 30. Tues 8:30 
7:30, Wed 8 X 10 30 and Fri. 
8 30 I 30 Contact Angela 
Bell. 831 7th St. Apt. 6m 
WANTED 
Need 2 F to share furn. hse. 
77 78 1 blk. trom campus 
357 5555. 
Need I M rmmte. spr. qtr. 
$50 mo., indoor pool 
1 M rmmte subl. for spr. 
qtr $65 mo Call Oick 352 
7698 
1  F. rmmte. needed for spr. 
qtr. Please Call 3523267 
-I- 
M rmmte needed spr. qtr 
to subl. Haven House Apt. 
Call Rick 352 1717. 
February 12, is coming up 
fast. Grab your dates and 
don't be last The DZ formal 
at Sawmill Creek is going to 
be great, sisters, wait and 
see 
The Chi O's would like to 
congratulate Julianne Deely 
for being elected First Vice 
President ot Panhelt We're 
all proud of you! 
A belated thanks to Erica 
ana Deb tor a fantastic 
breakfast LITB Jenny and 
Robin 
Valentine Shorts 8. fee's 
Print your own in seconds 
THE DEN. 
Editor applications for 1978 
Key are now available at 310 
Student Services deadline 
Feb. 18 
Pendleton Realty Apts. for 
Fall 353 3641. It does make a 
difference with whom you 
lease. Ask your friends. 
-i- 
Where   can    you   get   live 
entertainment     and     free 
Congrats to Shaun Nicnolson 
on being selected the SAE 
brother of the week the 
brothers. 
ATTENTION GREEKS. 
DORMS ANO OTHER 
ORGANIZATIONS There 
will be a poster contest at 
this Saturdays Basketball 
game Come out and show 
your school spirit Trophies 
for the top three posters. 
At 4 a.m. DZ pledges 
arrived, in the dead ot the 
night with our surprise. A 
great breakfast, with the 
Dells as guests! Then when 
they lett the HOUSE WAS A 
MESS Pledges both pranks 
in one night? We think 
you're great Your DZ 
sisters. 
Art Portfolio lost in Union. 
Contents contain hours of 
personal effort and expense. 
Please call Rod Howard, 352 
1974. No questions asked. 
Phi Delts We loved the tea 
and the hairy buffalo. Let's do 
it again real soon. The Alpha 
Phis 
Kathy Thanks for all the 
work you did during in 
spiration week. Love, Your 
Sisters. 
The ski weekend giveaway is 
not over yet More weekends 
and albums. Winning on 
Windfall is a sure bet. 
All Campus Party tonight 8 
p.m Phi Delta Theta New 
Fraternity Row. 
Genesee Cream, the Betas, 
and a Thursday night is a 
fantastic way to start a long 
weekend   Thanks, the DZ's. 
Jan • Just a note to say 
thanks for the card. I miss 
you too. Love Steve. 
Sigma Nu's. We had a great 
time Friday night. Thanks 
for the tea  The DZ's. 
Suhl upstairs hse For 2 
wpr qtr Close to campus 
Furn util. included. $95 mo 
person or best offer   35? 3231 
CAMPUS    MANOR now 
renting lor summer and fall 
school yr. from $255 quarter. 
Special summer rates Model 
open 12 4 daily  352 9302 
SUMMER        APTS LOW 
RATES CALL NEWLOVE 
REALTY 352 5163 
TWO BEDROOM, FOUR 
PERSON, FURNISHED, AIR 
CONDITIONED, TENANT 
PAYS ONLY FOR ELEC 
TRIC $65 MONTH PER 
STUDENT LOCATED AT 
824 SIXTH STREET. EX 
CELLE NT CONDITION. 
WASHER & DRYER IN 
BUILDING CALL 
NEWLOVE REALTY 352 
5163 
NOTICE TO STUDENTS • 
Please note in the most 
recent issue of the University 
Housing guide PREFERRED 
PROPERTIES CO phone 
number was typed in- 
correctly. The number to call 
is 352 9378 
2 Bdrm. Furn  Apts. 
Summer and Fall 
352 1800 or 352 4671 
Rm. lor 2 M all M house. 1 
blk. trom Campus avail. Now 
Ph   353 3855. 
For Fall Near Campus. 521 
E. Merry. 4 persons 2 
bedroom all utilities paid 
except electric. Free cable 
TV Building In excellent 
condition. No incrase from 
1976 prices. Phone 3526447 or 
352 6489. 
HAVEN HOUSE now leasing 
for Fall of 1977. No increase 
in rate Irom fall of 1976. $350 
mo Call 352 9378. Model 
opened Sat. aft. 1 4. 
Campus Manor has openings 
tor 1 & 2 gals to fill 4 gal 
apts tor w 6. s qtr. 3529302 
or 352 7365 eve. 
-!< 
Improving gymnasts look for sixth win tomorrow 
By DtckRee* 
Associate Sports Editor 
Women's gymnastics coach Charles Simpson is busily 
preparing his squad for the state meet, which is just 
three weeks away. 
"We've been working since mid-September, and that 
Aim for triumph tomorrow 
(state meet) is what all our competition is aimed at," he 
said Wednesday. 
And to find out exactly who his best performers are 
and develop team depth, Simpson will be giving some 
extra people a chance to compete this weekend. 
THE BG WOMEN, 5-2 on the season, host Miami 
Falcon swim team faces duals 
By Dave Smercloa 
Sports Writer 
Although it will compete 
against two Mid-American 
Conference (MAC) foes this 
weekend, the Bowling 
Green men's swim team 
will have only one chance 
of notching its first loop 
win of the year. 
Today at 4 p.m., the 
tankers host Kent State 
University (KSUl in the 
Natatorium. But the 
Flashes are the defending 
MAC champions and the 
perrenial league 
powerhouse.      A  Falcon 
victory seems unlikely. 
"We'll try to get some 
good swims out of it," BG 
coach Tom Stubbs said. 
"We might even do some 
experimenting around." 
THAT WAS the original 
Women swimmers work 
double-time for meets 
Snowy weather and icy roads have kept 
Bowling Green women's swim coach Jean 
Campbell home in Napoleon. But the 
adverse conditions have not kept the 
women tankers out of the pool. 
Idle since their dual meet victor)- over 
Ball State University Jan. 15, the swim- 
min' women have doubled their practice 
time preparing for a triangular meet 
tomorrow in Oxford and the annual Ohio 
Assn. of Intercollegiate Sports for Women 
(OAISWi state meet next weekend. 
"We are looking ahead to the state 
meet." student assistant coach Betsy 
Fisher said. "Tomorrow's meet won't be 
ignored, but winning in Oxford is not our 
immediate goal." 
Bowling Green will join Illinois State 
University  (ISU)  in a triangular meet 
hosted by Miami University (MU). 
And Miami will be seeking revenge. 
"THEY'RE out to get us," Fisher said 
We beat them earlier in the season, but it 
was a larger meet.   And we were able to 
build up points by scoring against other 
teams." 
Fisher said BG and MU are fairly evenly 
matched adding that the Redskins have 
improved. Miami boasts of two strong 
swimmers who will pose threats to the 
Falcon women in the 200-yard individual 
medley and the 200-yard butterfly. 
Illinois also lost to the Falcons earlier in 
the season in a triangular meet which also 
included Indiana State University. 
Rockets, Miami 1angle 
in crucial MAC contest 
COLUMBUS iAPI-Miami 
can establish its Mid- 
American Conference 
{MAO basketball 
ft ,'oritism even more by 
winning tomorrow at 
Toledo and all but 
eliminating the Rockets 
from the race. 
The Redskins, who took 
over the sole lead Wed- 
nesday night by bumping 
co-leader Northern Illinois 
99-91 in double overtime, 
are bidding for their fourth 
MAC road triumph. 
If Miami wins, it would 
have a 7-1 record at the 
midpoint in the conference 
scramble. More    Im- 
portantly, Toledo, expected 
to be the Redskins' closest 
pursurer, would drop four 
full games off the pace at 
3-5. 
TOLEDO  HAS  had  its 
difficulty, blowing big 
second-half leads in losses 
at Bowling Green and 
Northern Illinois. 
"At Bowling Green we 
missed five one-and-one 
and two-shot fouls in the 
last three minutes. We 
lost a 13-point lead. At 
Northern Illinois, we were 
up 11 and then turned the 
ball over 14 times in the 
second half," said Nichols. 
"We haven't played well 
with the lead." he added. 
Miami coach Darrell 
Hedric would relish 
another MAC road victory, 
but warned, "They haven't 
lost at home. They're the 
leading defensive team In 
the league. They are 
patient offensively." 
Ml THER  SIDE  is up to 
par physically. 
Two Toledo regulars are 
slowed, Stan Joplin with a 
hernia and Dick Miller 
with bumps and bruises. 
Miami standout Archie 
Aldridge suffered a slight 
ankle sprain in the decision 
over Northern Illinois. 
However, all three stars 
are expected to play 
tomorrow. 
Day of reckoning for Barons 
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP)- 
The bright hopes of August 
are about gone for the 
Cleveland Barons, but the 
franchise lingers on as the 
players ponder the critical 
decision they must make 
by noon today. 
The team which tran- 
sferred here from Oakland. 
Calif., during the summer 
was one of youthful 
vibrancy, expectation and 
apparent promise. 
Since the season began, 
the Barons have been beset 
by an almost un- 
precedented rash of serious 
injuries, the worst at- 
tendance in the National 
Hockey League and 
unexpected continuation of 
the      severe      financial 
!••••••* 
problems the team had in 
its nine years in California. 
CLEVELAND'S 24 
players have to give 
management their answer 
on a 27 per cent pay 
deferment by noon today. 
Bob Stewart, team 
captain and player 
representative,   said,  "The 
decision must        be 
unanimous and we'd rather 
not discuss the situation 
individually until the 
decision is made." 
Privately, however, 
several of the Barons 
admitted confusion and 
anger are the prevalent 
attitudes. 
Intramural notes 
Entries  for  coed bowling are now available from 
fraternity, sorority and residence hall athletic chairmen 
. and at the intermurals office, 201 Memorial Hall. Entries 
are due Feb. 3 with play beginning Feb. 14. 
• •• 
The all-campus  racquetball  tournament has been 
postponed until spring quarter. 
• ••••••••••••• 
* 
* 
> I* I* I* I* 
r I* 
r I* I* 
r I* 
* 
NOW OPEN!!! 
Mr. Bojangles 
Nite Club 
893 S. Main St. 
Across from Frischs 
COCKTAIL HR. WITH REDUCED PRICES 
From     4:30-6:30 
- Completely Remodeled   • 
LARGE DANCE FLOOR 
*••••••••••••••••••• 
plan for the Mini-MAC 
meet which was canceled 
last Saturday. Instead, the 
Falcons swam time trials 
at the Natatorium. 
Although the times weren't 
exceptional, Stubbs said 
some individuals did show 
some promise swimming 
other than their normal 
event. 
Tomorrow, the Falcons 
will travel to Ball State 
University (BSU) for 
another dual meet. This is 
where the chance for 
victory may lie. 
This meet will follow the 
pattern of so many before. 
Like Ohio University. 
Western Michigan, Kenyon 
and Northern Illinois-depth 
will decide a close meet. 
University in a dual meet at 1 p.m. tomorrow in the 
North Gym of the Women's Bldg. 
Simpson has secured additional judges for the meet and 
will be able to enter one more girl in each event as an 
exhibition performer. 
Also, some injuries and illness will pave the way for 
some new faces in BG's lineup. 
"It'll be a matter of testing some people that haven't 
been tested before when it counts. 'Simpson said. "It will 
be interesting to see how they perform." 
THE FALCON coach said Miami's team, although 
on a club basis, is a strong one. And the last two times 
BG has faced the Redskins, a Miami girl has taken first 
place on the balance beam. 
Two of BG's best on the beam, senior captain Theresa 
Hoover and freshman Linda England may not be up to 
par this weekend. Hoover is coming off a back injury and 
England is fighting a cold. 
Gale Snyder, one of the Falcons' top five or six on the 
floor, is out indefinitely with a back injury, and ac- 
cording to Simpson, will be missed. 
"We've worked awful hard on our floor exercise this 
week." Simpson said. "We also have on the beam. We 
have to have concentration on hitting our routines on the 
beam." 
SENIOR KAREN GLENN and freshman Linda Unman 
and Cheryl Vasil will carry the BG hopes in all events. 
Help will come from Denise Acell and Pam Culler on the 
bars; Hoover, England and Malia May on the floor; 
Hoover. England and Pat Feighan on beam and Carrie 
Hahna and England on vault. 
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Majors receives coach of year award 
COLUMBUS i API -- Johnny Majors, who built the 
University of Kttsburgh into a national football cham- 
pion, received his trophy yesterday as the Columbus 
Touchdown Club's college coach of the year. 
Us Bostic. president of the touchdown club, presented 
Majors, now at the University of Tennessee, with his 
award, a prelude to the organization's 22nd all-sports 
award banquet tonight 
The Panthers also will receive the Zuppke 
Trophy.which goes to the best college team playing the 
most demanding schedule each year. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
When you've got only 2 tickets to the big game 
and you forgot that you asked Cheryl,Lori,Tracy, 
Kelly, Sabrina and Trisha,but they didn't 
it's no time to get filled up. •••«•< 
$1976 Th« Miite* Bfe«""6 Co   Mdwaufctt   W'i 
Lite Beer from Miller. 
Everything yon always wanted 
in a beer. And less. 
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Tangle 
Nuws|ri>o>o   by   G'oq   Kawiwli) 
Falcmi senior forward Jack  Lain 141  tangles with a St. Louis opponent and 
looks lor a teammate in the slot during earlier season action in the Ice Arena. 
Falcon coach Kon Mason tabs this weekend's foe York University, "as good or 
better a  team as St.  l-ouis."  the loop rival which swept (our straight games 
from his club this season. 
Cagers not without problems: 
Slump perplexing to Hammye 
By Dirk KITS 
Associate Sports Kditor 
Not all is well for the Falcon basketball team these 
days. 
Oh sure. Tommy Harris continues to score at a 23.6 
pace, the substitutes' performances Wednesday night 
were outstanding and we can't forget how new coach 
John Weinert has captured the fans' fancy. 
But junior tri-captain Ron Hammye is in a slump. The 
freshman Hammye-tlie hustler, the scrappcr-seemingly 
isn't always there. And the sure shot Hammye of last 
season hasn't been quite so sure lately. 
ITS A PKRP1.F.XINC situation because Hammye 
began the season right where he left off last winter. In 
the Falcons' first II games he scored in double figures 
nine times and rebounded in double digits five times. 
And an outstanding three-game series in the Far West 
Classic earned him a unanimous Mid-American Con- 
ference (MACl player of the week award the first week 
of January. 
In his last six games. Hammye has averaged just over 
eight points and 4.5 rebounds per outing Wednesday's 
six-point, two-rebound performance didn't help any, 
although he played just 12 minutes 
"I jast don't know what it is," Hanunye said before 
yesterday's practice, "but it's gnawing at me. 
"It's strange," the 6-10 Genoa native added. "It's 
never been like this before." 
HAMMVF. DOESN'T have the answers, but continues to 
work hard to overcome his recent slump. And when 
MAC foe Ohio University invades Anderson Arena at 7:30 
p.m. tomorrow for a battle with the Falcons. Hanunye 
will be facing a team that lie scored his career high-26 
points-against last season. 
AND FOR TIIOSF. who caught Kent State transfer 
Burrell McGhce's act Wednesday night, well, the Bobcats 
have a dandy transfer themselves. 
He's sharpshooting forward Tim Joyce,  who lettered 
two years ago as F.rnie Grunfeld's back-up at Tennessee. 
Joyce has averaged 16 points per game after becoming 
eligible in January 
MAC standings 
TEAM MAC               OVKRAIJ 
Miami 6 1                    12-3 
Western Michigan 5-2                   U-5 
Northern Illinois 5-2                   8-9 
Central Michigan 4-2                   9_8 
BOWLING GRKF.N 4-2                   7-9 
Ball State 4-1                   8-9 
Toledo M                 12-6 
Kent State 2-5                6-11 
Ohio University 2-6                 6-10 
Eastern Michigan 0-7                 5-11 
Tomorrow's games 
iphoto   by   Oon>wl   Mo 
Ron Hammye-battling a slump 
Ohio University at BOWLING GRF.FN. 7:30 p.m. 
Miami at Toledo. 
Western Michigan at Eastern Michigan. 
Kent SUite at Central Michigan. 
Ball State at Northern Illinois. 
TIRED OF WALKING IN THE SNOW? 
Call us for pick up showing of 
Forest Apt. - Stay warm! 
RES   MANAGER 352-2276 
PENDLETON REALTY 353-3641 
ir L WLL emmsfue 
(Don't Miss Out) 
Uncle Sam will supplement 
your benefits by $1000 to 
$i 500 per year. 
For more information, 
call 353-8821. 
As good as St. Louis? 
BG skaters host York 
By BUI Estep 
Sports Editor 
So you think the Falcon hockey 
squad is in for a breather this 
weekend? 
Forget it. 
York University of Toronto invades 
the Ice Arena for a weekend set. 
slated for starts at 7:30 tonight and 2 
p.m. tomorrow. 
It's non-league. Bowling Green is 
between a pair of Tuesday night 
Central Collegiate Hockey Assn. 
(CCHA) outings with Western 
Michigan. The local icers hold a 38- 
9-4 advantage against Candian teams. 
A meaningless series? Far from 
it. 
YORK, which earned a series split 
with the Falcons here two years ago. 
has been Canada's top ranked hockey 
squad much of this season. 
"They're certainly one of the best, 
if not the best team in Canada," 
Falcon  coach  Kon  Mason  said. 
They had been the top ranked all 
year and then Alberta snuck into 
first in the last poll. York is now 
second. And the people up there 
think it's crazy because Alberta isn't 
doing that well. York is about the 
caliber of the University of Toronto." 
And Mason also likes to compare 
the Yeomen with St. Louis, the CCHA 
rival which swept four straight 
games this season from his club. 
"They're as good or better than St 
Louis," Mason said. "They're a 
different style of team though-more 
methodical. Instead of the reved-up 
style, they're more of a pro style. 
They really rely a lot on individual 
performances." 
And the Falcons, 16-8 overall and 5- 
5 in the loop following Tuesday 
night's 8-4 win at Western Michigan, 
are now relying on new combinations 
on two forward lines and at defense. 
THE CHANGES included moving 
sophomore John Markell 119-17-361 to 
center Bruce Newton 16-13-191 and 
Andy Crowther (3-7-101. Right wing 
Steve Murphy (16-11-271, meanwhile, 
moved in with ex-linemates Byron 
Shutt (8-16-241 and Dave Easton (7- 
16-231. 
The pairings of Tom Thomas 11-17- 
18i, Mike Cotter (2-11-131 and John 
Mavity (6-24-301, Ken Morrow (5-12- 
171 also made their debut on the 
blueline. 
The results'* Two goals and an 
assist for Markell. a goal and an 
assist for Mavity and a score by 
Murphy. 
"I was satisfied with the way our 
first three lines played." Mason said 
"Markell's line tended to get out of 
position and lose the puck in our end 
They just have to work on 
positioning in their own zone. 
"But Markell got open a lot with 
the puck and he's dangerous when 
that happens." Mason said, of BO'S 
leading scorer. 
But then so is York. 
"THEY TAKE tremendous ad- 
vantage opportunities of breakaways, 
much  like St   Louis." Mason said. 
If they've got a 2-1 break, you're in 
trouble." 
The Yeomen. 28-2-2 overall and 
leading the Eastern Division of the 
Ontario Universities Athletic Assn. 
with a 12-1-1 mark, are riding a five- 
game win streak and a 8-4 Tuesday 
night win over McMaster. 
And York coach Dave Chambers 
knows plenty about the Falcons. 
He coached Ohio State during the 
1970-71 and 1971-72 seasons and won 
four of eight meetings with BG. His 
1971-72 team won the school's lone 
CCHA crown with a 24-5 record. 
"It was the highlight of the year 
when we went to BG." Chambers 
said yesterday. "They were always 
close games. The year we won the 
CCHA. we won three of four from 
them and I remember winning one 2- 
1. 
'Obviously. I have a special in- 
terest playing BG." he said. "Per- 
sonally, as a coach. I like to play BG 
because it has an excellent team and 
rink " 
And an excellent series? 
SAVES-Mason said he's not sure 
which goaltender will start tonight, 
but that both Mike Liut. who 
recorded 27 saves Tuesday night, and 
Al Saiachman will split the 
weekend's duties silencing rumors 
thai Sarachman would be benched.. 
The forward line of center Mark 
Wells 16-19-351 and wings Jack 
Lfline (8-12-20) and Paul Titanic 14-15- 
19) will join a fourth makeshift line 
tioth nights 
York will counter with Steve Bosco 
(2.40 goals against average' in goal 
tonight and all-league Peter Kostek 
12.30) tomorrow. The Yeomen will 
offer three lines of equal scoring 
Strength, although center Bob Wasson 
is a doubtful starter due to a 
University exam.. WK1Q. 93.5 FM. 
will air both games. 
DEN 
U  HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!   ** 
*t> 'jr      One Large Selection of 
LEVI Cords, and Denim. 
$12.99 
 REGULARLY   TO  $21.00 
% 
Due to energy crunch - HOURS: 
11-5 Mon.-Sat. 
1/2 PRICE 
AND LOWER 
SWEATERS 
SHIRTS 
OUTERWEAR 
JEANS 
SPECIAL HEART T-SHIRTS 
AND U-TR0U FOR YOUR 
SPECIAL GUY—        ** 
- MAKE HIM A PERSONALIZED SHIRT 
or 
U-TR0U f 
M Hundreds of new LEVIS just arrived 
DON'T MISS THE POSTER CONTEST 
AT THIS SATURDAYS 
BASKETBALL GAME 
SPONSORED BY SPIRIT & TRADITIONS BOARD 
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Love triangle subject 
of II Trovatore opera 
The Count of Luna loves 
Leonora, as does Manrico. Manrico 
is the apple of Leonora's eye. but 
Leonora thinks the Count is nothing 
but an eyesore. 
As a* result the Count plans his 
revenge and the plot thickens in the 
opera "11 Trovatore" which will be 
presented at 8 p.m. Friday and 
Sunday in the Main Auditorium of 
University Hall. 
Tickets are $3 for students and $5 
for non-students. They are 
available through the Public 
Mission Office of the College of 
Musical Arts. 
The production will be the 
highlight of the opera season at the 
University. 
Soprano Virginia Starr, mez- 
zo-soprano Barbara Lockard.tenor 
Rex Eikum and baritone Andreas 
Poulimenos. all faculty members, 
will head the cast. 
Thomas C. Hoke will direct the 
opera and Ivan Trusler will be 
musical director. 
Four students will also have 
roles in the production. 
Age set at 3.9 billion years 
Moon rock lands in Union 
It is a rock. 
It doesn't look all that unusual, 
even though it is 3.9 billion years 
old. 
But as rocks go, this piece of 
stone is a celebrity. It will be on 
display in the Promenade Lounge 
of the Union from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
all this week. 
While on display, it will be under 
constant supervision and at night it 
will be tucked away in a safe. 
What makes this rock so unusual 
is not that it is someone's pet, but 
that the person who picked it up 
happened to be standing on the 
moon at the time. 
The moon rock was collected by 
the Apollo 16 crew about 30 meters 
from the landing site on the moon. 
The rock coming to Bowling 
Green weighs 129 grams (about 4.5 
ounces) and is a piece of a larger 
rock which weighed 5,574 grams 
iabout 12 pounds) and measured 
28x15x10 centimeters (about the 
size of a textbook). 
For those with a geology 
background, the rock is a "brec- 
Lights go out in Center 
On Wednesday afternoons, part 
of the Commuter Center will be in 
total darkness. 
Not because of the energy crisis, 
but because of a new film program 
which will be presented every 
Wednesday between II a.m. and 2 
p.m 
This week the movies are 
"Vicious Cycles," and "The Great 
Train Robbery" and "Chickens 
Come Home." These movies and 
all the movies in the Wednesday 
series' are free and open to all 
students. 
February 16 will begin a four- 
week series of "Flash Gordon 
Conquers the Universe" serials 
Three chapters will be shown each 
Wednesday during the four weeks. 
Art: better looking 
through chemistry 
Art historian Dr. Alfred Bader, 
president of Aldrich Chemical Co.. 
Inc.. in Milwaukee, will discuss 
"Chemical Restoration of Old 
Paintings" at 8p.m. Tuesday in 112 
Life Sciences. 
The program is free and open to 
the public. 
Dr. Bader, who heads one of the 
nation's leading suppliers of 
specialty chemicals, spends his 
spare time collecting and restoring 
old paintings. 
During the discussion. Dr. Bader 
will present a "tour" of his per- 
sonal gallery. "Before" and "af- 
ter" pictures will also be 
displayed. 
Much of the lecture will be 
devoted to paintings by Dutch and 
Flemish artists. 
ciated, coarsely crystalline 
anorthosite. and like all lunar 
highland samples, is very old, 
older than 99.99 per cent of all earth 
surface rocks," according to NASA 
information which came to BG 
with the rock. 
The rock consists of lithic and 
glass and is white and medium 
dark grey in color. 
The shape is blocky, angular and 
rounded on one side. 
The exhibit is sponsored by 
Union Activities Office. 
College Bowl quiz 
set for Wednesday 
The "College Bowl." the quiz 
game that was television's and 
radio's darling from 1952 through 
1970. is coming to the Union at 6:30 
p.m. Wednesday in the Pink and 
White Dogwood Suites and the 
Capitol Room of the Union. 
Teams of four will pair off 
against each other in a test of 
knowledge to determine the 
University champion. 
Sponsored in conjunction with 
the Association of College Unions 
International and the College Bowl 
Co.. UAO has opened the contest to 
any graduate or undergraduate 
student who is sponsored by a 
group or organization. 
The winning team will move on 
to a regional tournament later this 
year, with the opportunity to win 
scholarships. 
Plans are now underway to have 
televised national and in- 
ternational championships, 
although the details of such 
competition have not been 
finalized. 
There is no charge to come and 
watch the competition. 
Anyone interested in obtaining 
more information about the 
tournaments or wishing to register 
a team should go to the UAO office, 
third floor of the Union. There is a 
$1 registration fee. 
UAO films a 'Nightmare' 
UAO's Thursday night film 
festival is shifting gears this week, 
trading in its Oscars for fright and 
fear. 
Billed as the "Thursday 
Nightmare Film Festival," this 
week's offering will be the original 
1933 version of "King Kong." 
Shows will be at 7:30 and 9:30 
p.m. in 210 Math-Science. There is 
no admission charge to anyone 
with a BGSU ID. 
Other films in the series include 
"Abbott and Costello Meet 
Frankenstein" and "The Bride of 
Frankenstein" on Feb. 17; "Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" and 
"Frenzy" on Feb. 24, and "Night of 
the Living Dead" and "Tales from 
the Crypt" on Mar. 3. 
Feb. 7 
9 a.m.-S p.m. — Lunar Sample Exhibit 
See story elsewhere. Promenade Lounge, 
Union. 
t a.m.-S p.m. — BG News Applications 
Applications can be picked up all week for 
those interested in editorial or business 
positions at the BG News. 106 University 
Hall. 
Noon-1 p.m. — Faculty Swim 
Open to all faculty and staff. 35 cents, 10 
cents   to   rent   a   suit,   if   necessary. 
Natatorium. 
4 p.m. — Sartre Lecture 
See story elsewhere. Ohio Suite, Union. 
• p.m. —Basketball 
BGSU women's junior varsity at Michigan. 
• p.m.- ACT Bible Study 
"TheChristian Family." 603Clough. 
6-9:30 p.m. —Karate Class 
Sponsored by Continuing Education. St. 
Thomas More University Parish Gym. 
7 p.m. — Latin American Folk Singing 
Class open to all. Sponsored by Spanish 
department. 103 Women's Building. 
7-9 p.m. — Contemporary Theology Course 
Fr. Richard Wurzel leads. Open to all. 
Religious Education Room, Newman 
Center. 
7:3t p.m. — National Labor Relations 
Board 
Informational meeting for those interested 
in government work with the NLRB. 360 
Student Service. 
7:30 p.m. — Wrestling 
BGSU vs. Findlay. Anderson Arena. 
7:30 p.m. — Speech and Hearing 
NSSHA meeting open to all. 105 South. 
7:30 p.m. — Basketball 
BGSU women's varsity at Michigan. 
7:30 p.m. — Rink RaU Meeting 
Open to all hockey supporters. Ice Arena. 
8 p.m. —Sartre Film 
"No Exit" will be shown, in English. See 
story elsewhere.  Gish  Film Theater, 
Hum. 
8-9 p.m. — WBGU-TVS7 
"Meeting  of  Minds."  Steve  Allen  with 
guests  Charles  Darwin,  Galileo,  Emily 
Dickinson and Attila the Hun. 
8 p.m. — Benjamin Franklin Society 
"Problems of Magazine Publishing," by 
the   editors   of   "Bend   of   the   River" 
magazine.   Elections will  also be held. 
Faculty Lounge, Union. 
s-in p.m. — Student Recreational Swim 
Open to all students and guests. 25 cents, 10 
cents   to   rent    a   suit   if   necessary. 
Natatorium. , 
9 p.m. — Student Government Association 
Open to all. Taft Room, Union. 
9:lSp.m.—Poetry Reading 
Free and open to all. Commuter Center. 
9:30 p.m. — "Jabberwock" Talent Tryouts 
Open to all. Talent and fashion "show 
sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta. Capitol 
Room, Union. 
Feb. 8 
9 a m. 5 p.m. — Lunar Sample Exhibit 
See story elsewhere. Promenade Lounge, 
Union. 
10 a.m. -ACT Bible Study 
1
 'Beginning Greek." 603 Clough. 
2-4 p.m. — International Coffeehouse 
Sponsored by Lybian Arab Students. Free 
and open to all. 17 Williams.. 
2.4 p.m. — ACT Bible Study 
"Spirit-Filled Temperament." 603 Clough. 
4-6 p.m. — BG KoSutemi Dojo 
Free and open to all. 201 Hayes. 
6-10 p.m. — Euchre Tournament 
Free and open to all. Two $10 record gift 
certificates   will   be   given.   Commuter 
Center, Moseley. 
7 p.m. — Women In Business 
Film "51 Per Cent," about three women 
moving into management positions, will be 
shown. Free and open to all. Faculty 
Lounge, Union. 
7 p.m.- ACT Fellowship 
Open to all. Northeast Commons. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. —Continued Learning 
"Investing  for  the  Novice."  $2.50  pre- 
registration. Center for Continued Lear- 
ning, 194S. Main. 
7:30 p.m. —Hockey 
BGSU   team   at   Western   Michigan 
(Kalamazoo). 
7:30 p.m. — UAO Bridge Lessons 
Pink Dogwood, Union. 
8 p.m. — Open Telescope 
Weather permitting. Free and open to all. 
Overman Roof. 
8 p.m. — Restoration of Paintings 
Lecture open to all. See story elsewhere. 
112 Life-Sciences. 
8 p. m. — Sartre Lecture 
See story elsewhere. 115 Education. 
8 p.m. — A Talking Computer 
See story elsewhere. 210 Math-Sciences. 
8 p.m. — TWIG Fellowship 
"Principles in Abundant Living." The Way, 
open to all. 429 Batchelder. 
8-16 p.m. — BGSU Skating Club 
Open to members and guests. 50 cents for 
guests. Ice Arena. 
8:30-10 p.m. — Student Recreational Swim 
See Monday 8 p.m. listing. 
9 p.m. — BGSU Design Club 
$10  deposit,   mandatory  attendance for 
those going to Chicago. 105 Fine Arts. 
9-9:39 p.m. — WBGU-TV ST 
"Mother's   Little   Network,"   parodies, 
animation and sketches. 
19 p.m .Midnight — Silent Communion 
University Lutheran Chapel. 
Feb. 9 
9 a.m.-S p.m. — Lunar Sample Exhibit 
See story elsewhere. Promenade Lounge, 
Union. 
II a.m.-2 p.m. — Movies 
"The Great Train Robbery," "Vicious 
Cycles" and "Chickens Come Home" will 
be shown. Sponsored by the Commuter 
Center. Free and open to all. Commuter 
Center, Moseley. 
Noon — Green Sheet Deadline 
For turning in listings for the February 14 
issue. 806 Administration. 
Noon-1 p.m. — Brown Bag Movies 
Chapter seven of Buck Rogers and an old 
television show will be shown. Free and 
open to all. 112 Life-Sciences. 
Noon-1 p.m. — Faculty Swim 
See Monday noon listing. 
1-3 p.m. — SIMS Checking 
For those practicing Transcendental 
Meditation. 207 Hayes. 
4 p.m. — Sartre Lecture 
See story elsewhere. Ohio Suite, Union. 
4 p.m. — Gerontology Meeting 
Registration  assistance for  majors and 
others   interested   in   gerontology.   207 
HUM. 
5:15 p.m. — Basketball 
BGSU men's junior varsity vs. Findlay 
Amvets. Anderson Arena. 
6 p.m. —ACT Bible Study 
"Old Testament." 603 Clough. 
6:30p.m. —College Bowl 
See story elsewhere. Pink, White Dogwood, 
Capitol Room, Union. 
7 p.m. — BGSU Flying Club 
Meeting open to all 118Technology. 
7:39 p.m. — Gay Union Meeting 
Open to all. 203 Hayes. 
7:30 p.m. —Wrestling 
BGSU at Ohio Northern (Ada). 
7:39 p.m. —Ski Club 
$25 deposit due for Holiday Valley trip. 
Open to all. 210 Math-Sciences. 
7:30 p.m. —Basketball 
BGSU men's varsity vs. Eastern Michigan. 
Anderson Arena. 
8 p.m. — Woodwind Quintet Concert 
Free and open to all. Recital Hall, Music 
Building. 
8 p.m. — Medical Technology Club 
Toledo Pathologist Dr. Hartung will talk on 
acupuncture. Open to all. 140 Life-Sciences. 
8-9 p.m. —WBGU-TV 57 
"Nova - the Plastic Prison," about a five- 
year-old who has no natural defense 
against disease. 
8-10 p.m. — Public Skating 
Admission $1 with BGSU ID. $1.50 adults. 
$1.25 ages 11-17. 50 cents ages 1-10. Skate 
rental is 75 cents, 50 cents for students. Ice 
Arena. 
8 p.m. —Sartre Film 
"The Condemned of Altona." in English, 
will be shown. See story elsewhere. 115 
Education. 
8-10 p.m. — Table Tennis Club 
Open to all. Kohl Hall lounge. 
9:39 p.m. - Midweek Reflections 
University Lutheran Chapel. . . / 
Feb. 40 
la.9a.-5p.m. — Urnir Sample Exhibit 
See story elsewhere promenade Lounge, 
Union. 
19 a.sa.4 p.m. —Fanny Book Fan- 
Books will be availabMor examination. 
Student Services Fqrua.. 
19 a.m. — Boa rd,of Trastees Meeting 
Open to all. Alumni Boom. Union. 
I p.m.-AfT BiWe Study 
"Knowing God's Will "603 Clough 
2-4 p.m. — Intera*j|pal Coffeehouse 
Sponsored by Lybian lrab Students. Free 
and open to all. 17 Wilhjms 
4 p.m. — Projert Merge 
Registration meeting for those planning to 
be in Merge spring quarter 406 Education. 
7 p.m.- ACT Bale Study 
"Romans." 603 Clough. 
7 p.m —BaUrtball 
BGSU women's varsity vs Ohio Northern. 
Anderson Arena.    . 
7-9 p.m. — Campas Crasade for Christ 
Open to all. Alumni Roam, Union. 
7:39p.m.—GeanjeHowick 
Executive in residence      See     story 
elsewhere. First flodr. Alumni Center. 
7:39 p.m. — Latin American Folk Dancing 
Class open to all. Spmsored by Spanish 
department. 206 Womea's* 
7:39-9:39p.m. — UAANightmare Film 
Festhtl 
"King   Kong,"   the original  uncut  1933 
classic. Free with BOSi: ID. 210 Math- 
Sciences. 
7:39 p.m.— Lecture 
Dr.   William   Conroy dill   talk   on   the 
changing images of rau and the values 
that will be required in me future. Free and 
open to all. 115 Education 
8 p.m. — Black Sudi-nt Union 
Open to all. Amani, Commons. 
ipm- James.Mtaes, Hypnotist 
"Power of the Mind." A journey into the 
world of ESP. See stor jdsewhere. 50 cents 
students,  75   cents ■ narvstudents.   Grand 
Ballroom, Union. 
8 p.m. — TWJGFrllowshlp 
"Our Sonship Rights." The Way, open to 
all. 429 Batchelder.  '     ' 
8 p.m. — Muac Recital 
George Novak, trump* and David Roger, 
French horn, will perform. Free and open 
to all. Recital Hall, MtMkvBuilctang. 
8:39-19 p.m. — Student Recreational Swim 
See Monday 8 p.m. listMg, 
9-11 p.m. — Women's Lacrosse Practice 
Open to any women- interested in playing 
lacrosse. North (Womea's) Gym. 
.^.-auaflfj 
Feb. 11 
9a.m.-S p.m. — Lunar Sample Exhibit 
See story elsewhere  Promenade Lounge, 
Union. 
10 a.m.—Swimming 
BGSU women'steam atOAISW State Meet 
Wright State (Dayton). 
Noon-1 p.m. — Faculty Swim 
See Monday noon listing. 
Noan — Geology Brown Bag 
Open to all. 070 Overman. 
I p.m. — WBGU-FM Meeting 
Open to anyone interested in doing public 
relations work for WBGU-FM. 413 South. 
1-4 p.m. — Open Photography Lab 
$1 with BGSU ID   Open to all students, 
faculty  and staff.  Must  bring negative 
carrier,   film   tank   and   paper.   232 
Technology. 
1 p.m. —ACT Bible Study 
"Life of Christ." 603 Clough. 
1:39 p.m. — Indoor Track 
BGSU men's team at Ohio State. 
2-5 p.m. — UAO Happy Hours 
Free and open to all. Falcon's Nest, Union. 
3-5 p.m. — BG Ko Suteml Dojo 
Free and open to all. 201 Hayes. 
4 p.m. —Swimming 
BGSU men's team vs. Miami University. 
Natatorium. 
5 p.m. — Gymnastics   • 
BGSU women's team vs. Illinois Chicago 
Circle. North (Women's) Gym. 
5 p.m. — BG News Applications 
Deadline for applications for all editorial 
and business positions on the BG News. 106 
University Hall. 
6 p.m. — I'AO Campus Movie 
"The Other Side of the Mountain." $1 with 
BGSU ID. 210 Math-Sciences. 
6:30 p.m. — Shabbot Services 
Sponsored by Jewish Students Group Prout 
Chapel. 
6:30 p.m. — UAOSnowflake Campout 
See story elsewhere. Leave from Union 
oval. 
6:30-10 p.m. — Student Recreational Swim 
See Monday 8:30 p.m listing. 
7:30 p.m. —Hockey 
BGSU vs. Northern Michigan. Ice Arena. 
8:15 p.m. — UAO Campus Movie 
Seefip MI listing. 
8:30 p.m. —Hockey 
BGSU club at Oakland Community College. 
9 p.m. — University Cabaret Theatre 
"PS Thanks." $6 general admission. $4.50 
with BGSU ID. Holiday Inn, 1550 W. 
Wooster. 
19:39 p.m. — UAO Campus Movie 
See 6 p.m. listing. 
Feb. 12 
19 a.m. — Sign Language Class 
University Lutheran Chapel. 
19 a. at. — Swimming 
BGSU women's team at OAISW State Meet. 
Wright State (Dayton). 
10a.m.- -Fencing 
BGSU  vs.   Oberlin,  Miami  and Culver. 
North (Women's) Gym. 
19 a m.-5 p.m. — People's Chess Federation 
Anyone interested may stop in any time. 
Free. Commuter Center. 
12:39 p.m. —Wrestling 
BGSU vs. W. Liberty and Adrian. Anderson 
Arena. 
I p.m. — Indoor Track 
BGSU men's team at Michigan State 
Relays (E Lansing). 
1:39 p.m. —Swimming 
BGSU men's team vs. Toledo University. 
Natatorium. 
4-8 p.m. — Student Recreational Swim 
See Monday 8 p in listing. 
4p.m. — Worship Service 
St. Thomas More University Parish. 
5:39 p.m. — Worship Service 
St. Aloysius Catholic Church. 
5:45 p.m. —Basketball 
BGSU women's varsity at University of 
Dayton. 
6 p.m. — UAO Campus Movie 
"The Other Side of the Mountain." $1 with 
BGSU ID. 210 Math-Sciences. 
7:30 p.m. — Hockey 
BGSU vs. Northern Michigan. Broadcast 
over WBGU-FM. 88.1. Ice Arena. 
8 p.m. —Basketball 
BGSU men's varsity at Toledo University. 
8 p.m. — "A Night In the Kingdom." 
See story elsewhere   Recital Hall. Music 
Building. 
8:15 p.m. — I'AO Campus Movie 
Sec6p.m. listing. 
9 p.m. — University Cabaret Theatre 
See Friday 9 p.m. listing. 
10:15 p.m. — Hockey 
BGSU   club  vs.   Miami  University.   Ice 
Arena. 
10:30 p.m. — UAO Campus Movie 
See6p.m. listing. 
Midnight — Warship Service 
St. Thomas More University Parish. 
Feb. 13 
8,19a.m.. Noon —Worship Service 
St. Aloysius Catholic Church 
9.11: IS a.m. — Worship Service 
Plain Congregational   For ride, call 352- 
2737. West Poe. 
9:39.10:45 a.m.. 1:15 p.m. — Worship 
Service at St Thomas More, 425 Thurstin. 
9:30 a.m. — Worship Service 
Christian Fellowship Prout Chapel. 
9:39 a.m. — Worship Service 
Manville Avenue United Brethren. 
10a.m.. 7 p.m. —Worship Service 
Grace Brethren 121 S. Enterprise. 
10:30 a.m. — Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 
10:30 a.m. —Worship Service 
Peace Lutheran, 1028 W. Pearl. 
10:30a.m.—Worship Service 
Active   Christians   Today   (ACT).   Non- 
denominational. Alumni Room, Union. 
10:30 a.m. — Worship Service 
First Baptist. 749 Wintergarden 
11 a.m. — Worship Service 
United Christian Fellowship, 313Thurstin. 
12:30 p.m. — Worship Service 
Community      of     Christians.     Non- 
denominational    Bible   teaching.   Prout 
Chapel 
1:30 p.m. — Duplicate Bridge Tourney 
Open to all experienced bridge players. 50 
cents students, 75 cents non-students. Ohio 
Suite, Union. 
--1 p in. — Student Recreational Swim 
Sec Monday 8 p.m. listing. 
3 p.m. —SIMS Lecture 
Introduction to Transcendental Meditation. 
Open to all. 112 Life-Sciences. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. —Public Skating 
See Wednesday 8 p.m. listing 
1-6 p.m. — Open Swim 
Open to all. 25 cents. Natatorium. 
S p.m. — Kappa Delta Pi 
Discussion on child abuse. Open to mem- 
bers and prospective members. Alumni 
room. Union. 
5:30 p.m. —ACT Bible Study 
"You're Gifted '603 Clough. 
7 p.m. — The Alternative 
Dr. Jerry Bergman, EDFI, will talk on 
education's   relation   to   propaganda   in 
America's schools today Open to all Prout 
Chapel. 
7 p.m. — Sunday Night Movies 
"Stella   Dallas"   and  "Down   Argentine 
Way" will be shown. Free and open to all. 
Gish Film Theater, Hanna. 
7:30 p.m. — Alpha Phi Omega 
Open to all. 129 Life-Sciences. 
7:30 p.m. — Circle K Meeting 
Open to all. 140 Math-Sciences. 
8-9:30 p.m. — SIMS Advanced Lecture 
Open to those practicing Transcendental 
Meditation. Alumni Room, Union. 
8-10 p.m. — BG Ko Sutcnii Dojo 
Free and open to all. 201 Hayes. 
8-19 p.m. — Public Skating 
See Wednesday'Bp.m. listing. 
Falconettes on B'Rink of success 
The 1977 version of the BGSU Falconettes will make their debut Friday 
night at the hockey game. 
The 22 member precision skating team is directed by Sue Barber, an in- 
structor in the department of health and physical education. Shown above in 
their newly-designed uniforms, the Falconettes will also perform at the Feb. 
25 hockey game against Ohio State. 
The skaters are financed by the Parent's Club, Alumni Association, 
President's Club and the health and physical education department. 
Exec here for week 
First there was dancer in 
residence Ze'eva Cohen, then 
musician-in-residence Stanley 
Cowell and now there is George 
Howick — executlVe-in-residence. 
Howick, a Bowling Green 
graduate and now vice president of 
corporate development of the 
Carborundum Co. of Niagara 
Falls, NY., will be on campus 
Wednesday through Friday. 
Spending most of his time with 
students in the College of Business 
Administration, Howick will hold a 
free public meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday in the first floor lounge of 
the Alumni Center. 
At the meeting, students will 
learn from Howick the inner 
workings of business. A question 
and answer period will follow. 
Computer talk set 
How would you like to talk to a 
computer and hear it talk back? 
You can when Dr. M. Douglas 
Mcllroy. head of the computing 
department techniques research 
department at Bell Laboratories, 
brings a talking computer to 210 
Math-Sciences at 8 p.m. for a 
demonstration. 
The demonstration will feature a 
computer program that turns 
printed computer output into 
spoken words. 
"During the presentation, people 
will be able to type in a sentence to 
the computer and it will say it back 
through a speaker." said Joanne C. 
Dobbins, a lecture supervisor. 
In addition to the demonstration, 
in Mcllroy will talk about the 
computer program and the 
machines that use it. A question 
and answer period will follow. 
The program is free and open to 
the public. 
Charities Week begins 
Sunday marks the beginning of 
"Charities Week" on campus, 
which will culminate Feb. 18 and 19 
with the l'Ad-sponsored Mardi 
Gras celebration. 
Organizations, including dor- 
mitories, fraternities and 
sororities will hold fund-raising 
events throughout the week. 
Then during the Mardi Gras 
celebration, money collected at 
Casino Night in the Ballroom will 
also go toward charity. 
Last year more than $2400 was 
collected during the week. Next 
week's Green Sheet will carry 
details of the week-long activities. 
Sartre festival 
celebrates works 
For the first tliree days of this 
week, the Department of Romance 
Languages will be celebrating. 
It is not an early birthday party 
for Abe Lincoln, but a festival for 
J.P. Sartre. 
Titled "A Celebration of the 
Works of J P. Sartre," the festival 
will take the form of two films and 
three lectures. 
Monday's activities will begin at 
4 p.m. in the Ohio Suite of the 
Union, when a lecture by the. 
winner of an essay contest con-' 
ducted by the French honorary will 
be presented. 
Later that evening, a film en- 
titled "No Exit" will be presented 
at 8 p.m. in 105 Hanna Hall. 
At 8 p.m. Tuesday in 115 
Education, Ramona Cormier of the 
philosophy department will 
present a lecture entitled 
"Essence, Existence and 
Freedom." 
Wednesday's activities will begin 
at 4 p.m. in the Ohio Suite, when 
Marilyn Madden of the romance 
language department will lecture 
on "Some Thoughts of Novelistic 
Structure in 'La Nausee.'" 
Then at 8 p.m. in 115 Education, 
the film, "The Condemned of 
Altona," will conclude the three- 
day program. 
Fellowship slates program 
The kingdom of God and Jesus 
Christ will be examined through 
music, song, dance and drama 
when the Christian Fellowship 
presents "A Night in the 
Kingdom," Saturday night. 
Beginning at 8 p.m. in the Recital 
Hall of the Music Building, the' 
concert will feature material 
composed and arranged by 
members of the cast. 
The concert is free and open to 
the public. 
Charity paper drive set 
A charity paper drive, part of 
Greek Service Week, is now un- 
derway on the campus.- 
From now through Friday, 
donation boxes will be in dorms 
and Greek houses for students to 
deposit newspapers. . 
All proceeds from the paper 
drive will go to an as yet un- 
specified charity. 
James Mapes' sixth sense 
ESPecially hypnotizing 
James J. Mapes says he has a lot 
of sense—six of them, in fact. 
And it is that sixth sense Mapes 
will be exploring when he presents 
"Power of the Mind" at 8 p.m. 
Thursday in the Grand Ballroom of 
the Union. 
Tickets are 50 cents for students 
and 75 cents for non-students. 
During the two-and-a-half hour 
presentation Mapes will demon- 
strate his power of mind control, 
telepathy and clairvoyance using 
total audience participation. 
Promotional literature about the 
hypnotist says he probes the in- 
nermost corners of the human 
mind, revealing events of the 
future, present and past. 
The literature also claims the 
program is a great deal of fun, with 
members of the audience being 
hypnotized and then entering a 
"journey into the world of waking 
dreams." 
The 31-year-old Mapes holds 
masters degrees in psychology and 
theatre arid has authored two books 
on mind control and hypnosis. 
Mapes said he realized he had 
unusual powers when, at the age of 
seven, he predicted his grand- 
mother's death. 
In addition to powers of ESP and 
hypnosis, Mapes is also a suc- 
cessful actor, appearing in 
television shows and films such as 
"Star Trek," "Mod Squad," 
"Mission Impossible," "Taxi 
Driver," "Three Days of the 
Condor" and "Sisters." 
To help yourself, others 
Two courses offered spring 
Two courses, "You and the 
World of Work" and "Peer 
Counseling: A Way of Helping" are 
being offered spring quarter by the 
Personal Development and Life 
Planning Center. 
"You and the World of Work" is 
being offered through the College 
of Arts and Sciences. The purpose 
of the course is to help students 
UA0 .sets campout 
for winter weekend 
If sub-zero temperatures, biting 
winds and a blizzard haven't 
dimmed your love of the outdoors, 
then get ready for the UAO- 
sponsored weekend campout. 
Sponsored by the Outdoor 
Recreation Committee of UAO, 
participants in "Snowflake 
Campout," as it is being called, 
will leave from the Union Oval at 
6:30 p.m. Friday and return 
sometime Sunday afternoon. 
In between times, campers will 
be at Mount Gilead State Park near 
Mansfield. 
Cost for the trip is $12.50 and 
includes transportation, tents, two 
breakfasts and a lunch. 
Anyone wanting additional in- 
formation or wishing to sign up for 
the excursion should go to the UAO 
office, third'floor of the Union. 
Payment in full is due at the time 
of registration. 
Scholarships offered 
Several scholarships to 
Operation Enterprise, a summer 
program offered by the American 
Management Association, are 
available through the College of 
Business Administration. 
Full or partial scholarships will 
be given to students to attend the 
two-week summer session which is 
held in Hamilton, N.Y. 
The purpose of the program is to. 
give college students a balanced 
picture of the world of 
management. The skills, principles 
and methods of professional 
management are presented so that 
students can make use of them in 
their careers. 
Sophomores and juniors are 
eligible to apply for the scholar- 
ships.     * 
Applications are available in the 
College of Business Administration 
office and should be returned to 
Marie Hodge, assistant to the dean 
of the college, by March 1 
bridge the gap between the world 
of education and the world of work. 
The course will meet from 3 5 
p.m. on Thursday and carries two 
hours credit. 
"Peer Counseling" is a three 
credit course and the second in the 
series of courses offered through 
the College of Health and Com- 
munity Services. 
Using role playing, lectures and 
small group discussions, the course 
is designed to give a student the 
necessary skills to help com- 
municate with others about their 
problems. 
The course is being offered from 
1-2:30 p.m. Tuesday and Friday. 
Anyone wishing additional in- 
formation about the courses should 
contact the Personal Development 
and Life Planning Center, 320 
Student Services. 
NLRB job meeting set 
Representatives from the 
National Labor Relations Board 
I NLRB) will be on campus for a 
meeting to inform students about 
job possibilities with the federal 
agency. 
Scheduled to begin at 7;3Q p.m. in 
the Career Planning and 
Placement Services office, 360 
Student Services, the meeting is 
open to all. 
The NLRB is an  independent 
federal agency which administers . 
the   nation's   principal   labor 
relations law. 
Students who will graduate with 
36 hours of study in one or a 
combination of the following areas 
are urged to attend the meeting, 
labor or industrial relations, 
personnel administration, business 
administration, economics, law. 
accounting or political science. 
Anyone wanting additional in- 
formation should contact the 
Career Planning and Placement 
Services office. 
The Green Sheet is published by 
the Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity News Service for faculty, staff 
and students. 
Deadline for the Feb. 14 issue of 
The Greea Sheet Is noon Wed- 
nesday, Feb. 9. 
All events must be submitted In 
writing to The Greea Sheet editor, 
8*5 Administrate Building. In the 
event of space limitations, these 
events turned la at the earliest du* 
yMheg|»<n>'|>alsi—n, 
